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Abstract
The game industry is one of the biggest economic sector in the en-
tertainment business whose product rely heavily on the quality of the
interactivity to stay relevant. Non-Player Character (NPC) is the
main mechanic used for this purpose and it has to be optimised for
its designated behaviour. The development process iteratively cir-
culates the results among game designers, game AI developers, and
game testers. Automatic optimisation of NPCs to designer’s objec-
tive will increase the speed of each iteration, and reduce the overall
production time.
Previous attempts used entropy evaluation metrics which are difficult
to translate the terms to the optimising game and a slight misinter-
pretation often leads to incorrect measurement. This thesis proposes
an alternative method which evaluates generated game data with ref-
erence result from the testers. The thesis first presents a reliable way
to extract information for NPCs classification called Relative Region
Feature (RRF). RRF provides an excellent data compression method,
a way to effectively classify, and a way to optimise objective-oriented
adaptive NPCs. The formalised optimisation is also proved to work
on classifying player skill with the reference hall-of-fame scores.
The demonstration are done on the on-line competition version of
Ms PacMan. The generated games from participating entries provide
challenging optimising problems for various evolutionary optimisers.
The thesis developed modified version of CMA-ES and PSO to ef-
fectively tackle the problems. It also demonstrates the adaptivity of
MCTS NPC which uses the evaluation method. This NPC performs
reasonably well given adequate resources and no reference NPC is
required.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thesis Statement
In video games, controlling Non-Player Characters (NPCs) to deliver the required
dynamics is essential to provide a satisfactory experience to the player. Big range
of possible methods for implementing NPC AI, from hand-coding, finite state
machine, through to a behavioural tree and neural networks. NPCs may vary
greatly in how they adapt to the action of the player, and the intelligence it
exhibits. Many of these have parameters that can be tuned. This thesis explores
several ways of optimising the NPC AI. The optimiser ensures optimal settings for
the NPCs to provide good user experience. The optimal settings drive the NPC
to follow its designate mechanics. This thesis outlines the optimisation process
and propose the methodology for generating, evaluating and optimising NPCs.
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1.2 Motivation
Video games constitute major part of the entertainment industry and most pop-
ular video games rely on NPCs to entertain the players. Therefore, it is essential
that the NPCs’ behaviour matches the intention of the designer. However, the
NPCs have to provide a good experience for as many players as possible. Player
may have different skills and preferences. The game designers are responsible
for balancing internal mechanics of the game. Game balancing is the fine-tuning
phase in which a functioning game is adjusted to be deep, fair, and interesting
[Jaffe et al., 2012]. Groups of researchers have contributed to the field, most no-
tably the procedural content generation group [Togelius et al., 2011b]. Especially,
on hamlet game engine where they control the flow experience by adjusting item
properties.
Important questions of the field are (1) how to measure balance and (2) how
reliable the measurement is. Important research in the field focuses on quantifying
various aspects of the games. This includes work on quantifying properties of
game levels [Liapis et al., 2013] and entertainment measurement [Yannakakis,
2005]. However, most measurement metrics are not guaranteed to work across all
genre of games, and might also have differed result on particular group of players
[Sombat et al., 2012b].
Along with a quantification system and an evaluation framework to generate
systematic gameplay, optimisation is of equal importance. Once the evaluation
system has been agreed upon and the feedback from the players have been re-
ceived, optimisation should guarantee suitable gameplay.
2
1.3 Goals and Scope
The goal of this thesis is to study the process of generating NPCs to match
a designated goal. This includes investigation of a suitable test-bed game, the
measurement method, and the optimisation process. The thesis aims to provide
a formalised methodology to optimise NPCs given a reference objectives.
The resulting NPCs should closely follow the intended high level behaviour of
the reference objectives. Its result should be evident on the test-bed game; Ms
Pac-Man, and the process should be thorough.
1.4 Structure of The Thesis
The rest of the thesis will guide the reader through the process of generating
adaptive NPCs and classifying their behaviour.
Next chapter provides the necessary background on the subject. It describes
the game development process with an emphasis on game AI. This should pro-
vide adequate knowledge for creating NPCs for game. The chapter continues on
optimisation background from mathematical optimisation to evolutionary opti-
misation. After explaining the advantages of evolutionary optimisation, it will
provide important optimisation techniques in the field. These optimisation tech-
niques will be applied in subsequent chapters. The chapter should prove useful
in understanding the modified versions proposed later on. These optimisation
techniques includes genetic algorithm, evolutionary strategies, Covariance Ma-
trix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategies (CMA-ES), Particle Swarm Optimisa-
tion (PSO), and Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS).
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Once the background has been established, the chapter moves on to analysing
the evaluation metrics suggested by previous work. This includes the definition
and formulae used to calculate the translated entropy for Ms PacMan game. An
experiment is initiated to measure the performance of the evaluation metrics.
Detail of the experiment is also reviewed along with the inconclusive result. The
chapter, then, explains an alternative evaluation method for the prey-predator
game. It proposes the relative region feature (RRF) extraction technique whose
generated data is used in later chapters.
Chapter 4 describes how to create adaptive NPC by altering actions among
selected agents. Given, the agents and the user preference ranking from the on-
line competition, the chapter explains how an adaptive NPC could be generated.
It also gives the formal procedure to create a user experience ranker when the
number of preference ranking levels is lower than the number of participating
agents. A ranker could be created from many configurations holding one reference
player agent. A Thorough evaluation on the rankers is done to find an optimal
ranker. The ranker is capable of ranking game data from unknown agents with
high correlation to the preference ranks. An optimal configuration is selected to
generate adaptive NPCs. The adaptability is demonstrated by the last experiment
in the chapter.
Chapter 5 repeats the procedure established previously on the player hall-of-
fame scores. This hall-of-fame list ranks players’ score from highest to lowest
which are then grouped into skill levels. Players’ agents with higher scores are
assumed to have higher skill. The created ranker also shows results highly corre-
lated to the skill ranking levels.
Chapter 6 deals mostly with optimisation. The chapter presents two sets of
4
optimisation problem with known optimal solutions. These problems are find-
ing optimal rankers for user experience ranking and finding optimal rankers for
player skill ranking from the previous two chapters. They provide challenges to
the optimisation techniques mentioned in the background chapter. The chap-
ter proposes the modification algorithm and compares the performance results.In
player skill level ranking problem, a modified version of PSO is developed and
shown to outperform the others by a significant value.
Later in the chapter, we introduce a way to create adaptive NPC by utilising
MCTS. This approach has an advantage over the agent-switching NPCs as it
requires no agent in the implementation. MCTS is used to find appropriate
response using the ranker as the evaluator. The experiment starts by analysing
game data for the decision statistics to be used in optimising MCTS parameters.
CMA-ES optimises MCTS parameters for real time constrained by the average
decision time limit. The comparison shows better correlation value for game data
generated by this MCTS-based adaptive NPC.
1.5 Contribution
The thesis provides a reliable way of optimising NPCs to fit user experience and
player skill criteria. It proposes a game data extraction technique which can be
used to create the user experience rankers and the player skill rankers. The opti-
mal rankers can reliably rank game data from unknown agents. A Re-calibration
calculation is proposed to improve the ranker’s scoring system. The thesis, also,
proposes modified version of CMA-ES and PSO for finding the optimal rankers.
User experience rankers and player skill rankers are generated to evaluate an
5
adaptive NPCs; agent-blending NPCs. This NPC adapts by stochasticly select
reference NPCs to response. For game starting out with a limit number of NPCs
or no NPC, we also propose an adaptive MCTS NPC which performs equally well
to the agent-blending NPC without the requirement.
6
Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
This chapter contains the necessary background material to understand the pro-
posed system from game design to optimisation.
The first section reviews game design elements and discusses an attempt to
quantify some of the cognitive terms while the second discusses the game de-
velopment process. Introduction to optimisation is in the third section. The
remaining sections detail advanced techniques used to accomplish the goal when
the mathematical functions need to be approximated.
2.1 Game Design
Games consists of four main elements: mechanics, story, aesthetics, and technol-
ogy [Schell, 2008]. Understanding each element in the game is important in order
to create a successful game. These elements can be described as followed:
• Mechanics consists of the rules, the procedures, and the goals.
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• Story defines the sequence of events in the games along with the message
and information giving to the player.
• Aesthetics defines the looks and feels of the game including the sound and
music.
• Technology are the necessary tools that the player need to play game, e.g.,
input devices, display devices, or hand-held devices.
An attempt to standardise the tool used to analyse video games is called
Mechanics-Dynamics-Aesthetics framework (MDA) [Hunicke et al., 2004]. The
framework formalises the terms as follows:
• Aesthetics is the appeal of the game, including but not limited to the fol-
lowing taxonomy
– Sensation - game as sense-pleasure
– Fantasy - game as make-believe
– Narrative - game as drama
– Challenge - game as obstacle course
– Fellowship - game as social framework
– Discovery - game as uncharted territory
– Expression - game as self-discovery
– Submission - game as pastime
• Dynamics work to create aesthetic experiences for example, challenge is
created through time pressure and opponent play.
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• Mechanics are the various actions, behaviour and control mechanisms in
the game.
The framework works nicely as a bridge to the gap between game design
and development, game criticism, and technical game research. For large game
project, the game development flows smoothly among the teams. However, there
is still a gap to be bridged between the designer’s objectives and game AI de-
velopment team. The framework has no detail specification on how designers’
objectives could be achieved at the implementation level.
One view of game design from Koster and Wright [2004], is that games are
made out of smaller games. The smallest level of a game is called a game atom.
These game atoms consist of input, model, feedback and mastery to characterise
the following:
• Input - a player does something.
• Model - the opponent or NPCs calculates a response.
• Feedback - the player get feedback.
• Mastery - the player learns from this feedback, and gets to do something
again.
In this scenario, the opponent or NPCs constitutes most of the aesthetic of
the game. Therefore, well-designed games with clear objectives for NPCs have
better chance of success. Controlling or optimising NPCs behaviour to meet the
designer’s objectives is just as important.
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2.2 Game Development
A video game is a software product therefore its development is also a software
development [Bethke, 2003]. Just as any software development, game developers
iteratively improve their product on each production cycle. A production cycle
consists of four phases; pre-production, production, testing, and wrap-up [Chan-
dler, 2009]. Pre-production is the planing and designing phase where at least the
game concept and the development plan must be realised. Production is where
the coding and asset building begins. The time frame between these two phases
may be overlapped. Some tasks in the production phase can start parallel to the
pre-production phase. The testing phase is a critical phase in game development
[Chandler, 2009]. It includes plan validation and code release. Post-production
is when the product is actually completed and the teams need to take notes for
future project.
In some cases, the production cycle resolves to; concept, pre-production, pro-
duction, and post-production where post-production includes testing and releas-
ing game. In either case, the connections are clear between the designing team,
the production team, and the testing team.
The focus of this thesis is on the AI developers team who are directly responsi-
ble for creating the designed NPC AI. The work is related to Procedural Content
Generation (PCG) because its definition is given as the algorithmical creation of
game content with limited or indirect user input [Togelius et al., 2011a]. Exam-
ples of PCG are software tools that create game maps, systems that create new
weapons, programs that generate balanced board games, game engines that can
populate a game world, and map editors [Togelius et al., 2015].
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The next section gives an overview of the field of optimisation which will be
used to automate the NPC generation process. The content covers mathematical
optimisation techniques as well as evolutionary approaches.
2.3 Optimisation
Optimisation is the process of finding the best solution from all feasible solutions
[Boyd and Vandenberghe, 2004]. Optimisation can be classified as either convex
optimisation or non-convex optimisation (e.g., non-linear optimisation).
2.3.1 Convex Optimisation
Convex optimisation guarantees to solve the problem reliably and efficiently given
the problem is well-formula and conformed to convex properties. Convex optimi-
sation problem can be generalised as:
minimize f0(x)
subject to fi(x) ≤ bi, i = 1, · · · ,m
Where each function fi must be convex (e.g., has the following property).
fi(αx+ βy) ≤ αfi(x) + βfi(y)
if α + β = 1, α ≥ 0, β ≥ 0
It is worth noting that both least-squares problems and linear programs are
special cases of convex optimisation problem.
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2.3.2 Non-convex Optimisation
Traditional techniques for general non-convex problems usually involve problem
decomposition and solving the convex sub-problems [Boyd and Vandenberghe,
2004]. The common techniques are:
• Local optimisation methods which uses non-linear programming tech-
niques to approach the task.
– find a point that minimises f0 among feasible points near it.
– fast, can handle large problems
– require initial guess
– provide no information about distance to (global) optimum.
• Global optimisation methods with the following characteristics.
– find the (global) solution
– problems might not be well-defined or too complex to be modelled
[Weise, 2008].
– worst-case complexity grows exponentially with problem size
– advance techniques from many fields: machine learning, reinforcement
learning, evolutionary optimisation, preference learning results in the
field called meta-heuristic optimisation [Luke, 2013]
2.4 Evolutionary Optimisation
Evolutionary algorithms are an umbrella term used to describe computer-based
problem solving systems which use computational models of some known mech-
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anisms of evolution as key elements in their design and implementation [Spears
et al., 1993]. These algorithms share a common conceptual base of simulating the
evolution of individual structures via process of selection, mutation and repro-
duction. The processes depend on the perceived performance of the individual
structures as defined by an environment.
In other words, evolutionary algorithms maintain a population of structures,
that evolve according to rules of selection and other operators, that are referred
to as “genetic operators”, such as recombination and mutation. Each individual
in the population receives a measure of its fitness in the environment. Recombi-
nation operation signifies exploration whereas mutation signifies exploitation.
Evolutionary algorithms consists of the following three main categories [Back
et al., 1996].
• Genetic Algorithms - commonly used to solve optimisation problems by
searching feasible solution space using string of numbers with common op-
erators such as recombination and mutation.
• Evolution Strategies - optimisation techniques that searches for solution
using real-value vector by iteratively evolving a population from an initial
pool of candidates. The techniques use natural problem-dependent repre-
sentations where the primary search operations are mutation and selection.
Mutation is normally done by adding a random value to each vector com-
ponent. Individual step sizes are either governed by self-adaptation or by
covariance matrix adaptation (CMA-ES [Hansen and Ostermeier, 1996]).
• Genetic Programming - stochastically transforms populations of programs
into new population to perform a user-defined task [Poli et al., 2008].
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2.5 Preference Learning
Preference learning is about inducing predictive preference models from empir-
ical data using utility functions and preference relations [Fu¨rnkranz and Hu¨ller-
meier, 2010]. From a machine learning point of view, these two approaches pose
two learning problems: learning utility functions and learning preference rela-
tions. Learning preference relations deviates from conventional problems like
classification and regression, as it involves the prediction of complex structures,
such as rankings or partial order relations, rather than single values. Moreover,
training input in preference learning will not be offered in the form of complete
examples but may comprise more general types of information, such as relative
preferences or different kinds of indirect feedback and implicit preference informa-
tion [FU¨RNKRANZ and HU¨LLERMEIER, 2003]. Preference learning has three
types of rankings problems as shown in Figure 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.
Figure 2.1: Label Ranking
Given:
1. a set of training instances {xl|l = 1, 2, . . . , n} ∈ X
2. a set of labels Y = {yi|i = 1, 2, . . . , k}
3. for each training instance xl: a set of pairwise preferences of the form
yi xl yj
4. for each training example ek:
Find:
• a ranking function that maps any x ∈ X to a ranking x of Y (permutation
pix ∈ Sk)
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Figure 2.2: Instance Ranking
Given:
1. a set of training instances {xl|l = 1, 2, . . . , n} ∈ X
2. a set of labels Y = {yi|i = 1, 2, . . . , k}
3. for each training instance xl and associated label yl
Find:
• a ranking function that allows one to order a new set of instances {xj}tj=1
according to their (unknown) preference degrees.
Figure 2.3: Object Ranking
Given:
1. a set of training instances {xl|l = 1, 2, . . . , n} ∈ X
2. a set of labels Y = {yi|i = 1, 2, . . . , k}
3. for each training instance xl: a set of pairwise preferences of the form
yi xl yj
4. for each training example ek:
Find:
• a ranking function that maps any x ∈ X to a ranking x of Y (permutation
pix ∈ Sk)
2.5.1 Related Research on Preference Learning
In recent research, pair-wise preference learning is used to rank the preferred ghost
teams from the Ms. Pac-Man competition [Sombat et al., 2012a] using on-line
evaluation from real players. This paper used preference learning in conjunction
with classification tools to verify that the reliability in specifying the ghost team
from game replays. Classification and preference learning can also be used in
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place of heuristic evaluation with learning algorithm. This technique usually out-
performs the latter in the case where the learning agent tries to imitate human
player from game replays where high similarity of actions selected might not
be optimal strategy [Wistuba et al., 2012]. Preference learning is also used to
predict move in Othello game [Lucas and Runarsson] when combining with board
inversion provides the best result beating many other methods.
2.6 MCTS
In 1940s Fermi, Ulam, von Neumann, Metroplois and others began to use random
numbers to solve different problems in physics from a stochastic perspective [Lan-
dau and Binder, 2005]. Since then Monte Carlo methods have been applied widely
even though much of the work were unpublished. Researchers now acknowledge
that MCTS originated in statistical physics where they have been used to obtain
approximations to intractable integrals. They have since been used in a wide
array of domains including games research. Monte Carlo approaches in which
the actions of a given state are uniformly sampled are described as flat Monte
Carlo which is used to achieve world champion level play in Bridge and Scrabble
[Ginsberg, 2001; Sheppard, 2002].
MCTS is a method for finding optimal decisions in a given domain by taking
random samples in the decision space and building a search tree according to the
results. This has great impact on computational intelligence especially in games
where states can be represented as trees of decisions [Cameron Browne, 2012] .
MCTS assumes that the true value of an action may be approximated using
random simulation; and the values may be used efficiently to adjust the policy
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towards a best-first strategy. The algorithm progressively builds a partial game
tree, guided by the results of previous exploration of the leaf nodes. The tree will
assemble that of the actual game tree and presumably more accurate as the tree
is built.
2.6.1 General MCTS Algorithm
The basic algorithm involves iteratively building a search tree until some prede-
fined computational budget typically a time, memory or iteration constraint is
reached, at which point the search is halted and the best-performing root action
returned. Each node in the search tree represents a state of the domain, and
directed links to child nodes represent actions leading to subsequent states. The
iteration process of the algorithm is presented in 2.4.
Figure 2.4: MCTS Iteration Process [Chaslot et al., 2008]
Four steps are applied per search iteration:
1. Selection: Starting at the root node, a child selection policy is recursively
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applied to descend through the tree until the most urgent expandable node
is reached. A node is expandable if it represents a non-terminal state and
has unvisited (i.e. unexpanded) children.
2. Expansion: One (or more) child nodes are added to expand the tree, ac-
cording to the available actions.
3. Simulation: A simulation is run from the new node(s) according to the
default policy to produce an outcome.
4. Back-propagation: The simulation result is backed up (i.e. back-propagated)
through the selected nodes to update their statistics.
These may be grouped into two distinct policies:
1. Tree Policy: Select or create a leaf node from the nodes already contained
within the search tree (selection and expansion).
2. Default Policy: Play out the domain from a given non-terminal state to
produce a value estimate (simulation).
The back-propagation step does not use a policy itself, but updates node statistics
that inform future tree policy decisions as illustrate in Algorithm 1.
create root node v0 with state s0;
while within computational budget do
vl ← TreePolicy(v0);
∆← DefaultPolicy(s(vl));
Backup(vl,∆);
end
return α(BestChild(v0, 0))
Algorithm 1: General MCTS Approach [Cameron Browne, 2012]
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Input: v
choose ain untried actions from A(s(v));
add a new child v′ to v;
with s(v′) = f(s(v), a);
and a(v′) = a;
return v′
Algorithm 2: Expand node expansion procedure [Cameron Browne, 2012]
Input: v, c
Output: child with best UCT value
return argmax
v′∈children(v)
Q(vi)
N(v′) + c
√
2lnN(v)
N(v′) ;
Algorithm 3: BestChild finds best child using UCT [Cameron Browne,
2012]
Input: v,∆
while v is not null do
N(v)← N(v) + 1;
Q(v)← Q(v) + ∆(v, p);
v ← parent of v;
end
Algorithm 4: Backup rollouts result back propagation [Cameron Browne,
2012]
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2.6.2 Upper Confidence Bounds for Tree (UCT)
Kocsis and Szepesva´ri proposed the use of UCB1 as tree policy which value a child
node with the expected reward approximated by the Monte Carlo simulations
[de Mesmay et al., 2009]. Every time a node is to be selected within the existing
tree, the choice may be modelled as an independent multi-armed bandit problem.
A child node j is selected to maximise:
UCT = X¯j + 2Cp
√
2ln(n)
nj
where n is the number of times the current (parent) node has been visited, nj the
number of times child j has been visited and Cp > 0 is a constant. If more than
one child node has the same maximal value, the tie is usually broken randomly.
The values of Xi,t and thus of Xj are understood to be within [0, 1].
Input: s0
create root node v0 with state s0;
while within computational budget do
vl ← TreePolicy(v0);
∆← DefaultPolicy(s(vl));
Backup(vl,∆);
end
return α(BestChild(v0, 0))
Algorithm 5: UCT [Cameron Browne, 2012]
2.6.3 MCTS for Ms Pac-Man
Ms Pac-Man has enormous game tree due the size of nodes in the mazes and
the possibility that the path could repeat itself even with limit number of children
a node can have. Monte Carlo sampling approaches have been proposed to tackle
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Input: v0
v ← v0;
while v is nonterminal do
if v not fully expanded then return Expand(v) ;
else v ← BestChild(v, Cp) ;
end
return v
Algorithm 6: Tree Policy Function [Cameron Browne, 2012]
Input: s
while s is non-terminal do
choose a ∈ A(s) uniformly at random;
s← f(s, a);
end
return reward for state s
Algorithm 7: Default Policy Function [Cameron Browne, 2012]
Input: v,∆
while v is not null do
N(v)← N(v) + 1;
Q(v)← Q(v) + ∆(v, p);
v ← parent of v;
∆← −∆;
end
Algorithm 8: BackupNegamax [Cameron Browne, 2012]
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this including finding optimal routes in real-time [Pepels and Winands, 2012].
Robles and Lucas [2009] used a route-tree based on possible moves that Ms Pac-
Man can take. Flat Monte Carlo approach for the endgame strategy is also used
to improved the agent’s score by 20% with some basic assumptions regarding
the character’s movements [Bruce Kwong-Bun Tong, 2011]. Samothrakis et al.
[2011] used MCTS with a 5-player max-n game tree, in which each ghost is
treated as an individual player. Other applications of MCTS on Ms Pac-Man are
avoiding trapped moves, move planning [Nguyen and Thawonmas, 2011], and in
combination with heuristics learned from game-play to create better agent.
2.7 CMA-ES
CMA-ES stands for Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy. Evolution
strategies (ES) are stochastic, derivative-free methods for numerical optimization
of non-linear or non-convex continuous optimization problems. This uses an
adaptation scheme for adapting arbitrary normal mutation distributions [Hansen
and Ostermeier, 1996].
2.7.1 Principles
2.7.1.1 Maximum-likelihood
This principle is based on the idea to increase the probability of successful can-
didate solutions and search steps. The mean of the distribution is updated such
that the likelihood of previously successful candidate solutions is maximized.
The covariance matrix of the distribution is updated (incrementally) such that
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the likelihood of previously successful search steps is increased [Hansen et al.,
1995] Both updates can be interpreted as a natural gradient descent. Also, in
consequence, CMA-ES conducts an iterated principal components analysis of suc-
cessful search steps while retaining all principal axes. Estimation of distribution
algorithms and the cross-entropy method are based on very similar ideas, but
estimate (non-incrementally) the covariance matrix by maximizing the likelihood
of successful solution points instead of successful search steps.
2.7.1.2 Search/Evolution Path
Two paths of the time evolution of the distribution mean of the strategy are
recorded, called search or evolution paths. These paths contain significant infor-
mation about the correlation between consecutive steps. Specifically, if consecu-
tive steps are taken in a similar direction, the evolution paths become lone. The
evolution paths are exploited in two ways. One path is used for the covariance
matrix adaptation procedure in place of single successful search steps and facili-
tates a possibly much faster variance increase of favorable directions. The other
path is used to conduct an additional step-size control. This step-size control
aims to make consecutive movements of the distribution mean orthogonal in ex-
pectation. The step-size control effectively prevents premature convergence yet
allowing fast convergence to an optimum.
2.7.2 Algorithm
In the following the most commonly used (µ/µw, λ)-CMA-ES is outlined, where
in each iteration step a weighted combination of the µ best out of λ new candidate
solutions is used to update the distribution parameters. The main loop consists
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of three main parts:
• sampling of new solutions
• re-ordering of the sampled solutions based on their fitness
• update of the internal state variables based on the re-ordered samples
2.7.2.1 pseudo-code
set λ;
initialize m,σ,C = I, pσ = 0, pc = 0 ;
while not terminate do
for i← 1 to λ do
xi = sample multivariate normal(m, covariance matrix=σ
2C);
fi = fitness(xi);
end
x1..λ ← xs(1)..s(λ) with s(i) = argsort(f1..λ, i);
m′ = m ;
m← update m(x1, .., xλ);
pσ ← update ps(pσ, σ−1C−1/2(m−m′)) ;
pc ← update pc(pc, σ−1(m−m′), ||pσ||);
C ← update C(C, pc, (x1 −m′)/σ, .., (xλ −m′)/σ) ;
σ ← update sigma(σ, ||pσ||) ;
end
return m or x1
Algorithm 9: CMA-ES Algorithm [Hansen, 2011]
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2.8 PSO
PSO stands for particle swarm optimization. It is an evolutionary optimisation
developed by Kennedy and Eberhart [1995] in 1995. It was inspired by the social
behaviour of bird flocking and fish schooling [Eberhart and Kennedy, 1995]. It
works by guiding a group of particles through problem space by manipulating
their velocities. The velocity of each particle is stochastically adjusted with the
influence of its best known position and the population best position. The term
swarm comes from the irregular movements of the particles in the problem space,
similar to a swarm of mosquitoes [Eberhart, 2001]. PSO has advantages over
other optimisation techniques because it is not largely affected by the size and
non-linearity of the problem [Del Valle et al., 2008]. In general, PSO has the
following properties:
• Straightforward to implement.
• Few parameters to configure.
• Manages memory efficiently by keeping track of particle best position and
population best position.
• More efficient in maintaining the diversity of the swarm as oppose to us-
ing selection for new population generation in which worst parent is most
likely to be discarded. This property is especially valuable when optimizing
problems that contain many local minima [Van den Bergh and Engelbrecht,
2006].
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2.8.1 Standard PSO
Standard PSO was created to solve continuous problem space. Its algorithm is
given in algorithm 10 and the update equation for the velocity and the position
of a particle are given in equation 2.1.
Data: s, ri, φp, φg, f(), MAXGEN
Result: best particle g
swarm = { g, pi };
for i = 1, .., s do
pi.x = U(ri);
pi.v = U(−ri, ri);
pi.b = pi.x;
end
g = best pi;
if g = global optimum then
return g;
end
while g not optimal and not MAXGEN do
updateParticle(pi.v, pi.x);
evaluate(pi.x);
for i = 1, .., s do
if f(pi.x) > f(pi.b) then
pi.b = pi.x;
if f(pi.b) > f(g) then
g = pi.b
end
end
end
if g = global optimum then
return g;
end
end
Algorithm 10: Adapted from Standard PSO: SPSO
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p.vj += φpu(0, 1)(p.bj − p.xj) + φgu(0, 1)(gj − p.xj)
p.xj += p.vj
(2.1)
2.8.2 Discrete PSO
The first discrete version of the optimiser is the binary PSO proposed by Kennedy
and Eberhart [1997]. The binary uses the same equation to update particle’s
velocity while relies on equation 2.2 to alter solution value between 0 and 1.
p.xj =
 1 if u(0, 1) <
1
1+e−p.vj
0 otherwise
(2.2)
Laskari et al. [2002] has suggested rounding off the continuous optimum values
to the nearest integer for solving discrete problem space. Pan et al. [2008] has
suggested cross-over operation when particle’s best position required updating.
When the integer solution is assumed to be sampled from a single universe, the
solution can be obtained using Set-Based PSO by Langeveld and Engelbrecht.
This PSO version discretised velocity and used set operations in the original
velocity equation.
The sigmoid function in equation 2.2 is used as a switch function in the binary
version. It specifies whether or not to ignore the variable. The proposing PSO
algorithm in later chapter uses this function to decide whether to move up or
down the rank.
CMA-ES also requires modification to select only from valid integral candi-
dates and the candidates only use the sign of the different vector when adjust-
ments are required.
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Chapter 3
Characterising NPC Behaviour
This chapter starts with the discussion of the related work either having common
goals or using the same techniques. The followed section details an attempt
to formulate player enjoyment metrics and discuss the challenges it proposed.
The next section provides a methodology for gathering human player preference
data through on-line questionnaires, followed by the analysis section. The last
section describes the process of ghosts team ranking and classification in search
for the corresponding features responsible for higher preference ranking by on-line
players.
3.1 Ms Pac-Man
Ms Pac-Man is an arcade video game produced by Midway in 1981. The game is
classified in the Maze genre as the original Pac-Man from Namco in 1980 [Lucas,
2007]. Pac-Man is a one-player game where the player controls the character to
gather points by eating dots. The player moves the character around a maze to
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clear the dots while avoiding the four ghosts. Player loses a life when contact
with one of the ghosts. However, the ghosts turns edible for a brief period of time
when the character eat a power dot. There are fewer power dots in a maze than
the normal ones. Both power dot and edible ghost have higher scores than the
normal dots.
Related differences between Ms Pac-Man and the original Pac-Man are:
• Gender of the character. Pac-Man represents male while Ms Pac-Man rep-
resents female.
• Number of mazes. Pac-Man has one maze while Ms Pac-Man consists of
four mazes.
• Number of tunnels. The maze in the original Pac-Man game has only 1
tunnel. In Ms Pac-Man, one maze has 1 tunnel while the other three mazes
has 2 tunnels.
• Number of dots. There are 240 dots and 4 power dots in the original Pac-
Man. In Ms Pac-Man, the number of normal dots in the four mazes are
220, 240, 238, and 234, repectively when the number of power dots are the
same as that of the original game.
The game consists of four mazes in total labelled A, B, C and D and cycle
throughout the game with maximum number 16 mazes to clear. The player
starts in maze A with three lives; an additional life is awarded at 10000 points.
Each pill eaten scores 10 points, each power pill is worth 50 points. The NPCs
are the four ghosts: Blinky (red), Pinky (pink), Inky (green) and Sue (brown).
When a power pill is eaten the ghosts reverse the directions and turn them blue.
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The score for eating each blue ghost in succession immediately after a power pill
has been consumed starts at 200 points and doubles each time, for a total of
200+400+800+1600=3000 additional points.
3.2 Related Work
Controlling NPC behaviour has been the major aim of game AI research for a
long time. Different techniques have been studied in variety of context. Some
work focuses on controlling NPCs on a single game while the others aims for
multiple games [Bjrnsson and Finnsson, 2009; Mhat and Cazenave, 2010]. The
research can also be categorized into controlling NPCs in real time (on-line) or
ahead of time (off-line). Common NPC controlling techniques are reinforcement
learning [McPartland and Gallagher, 2011; Wang et al., 2010], neural networks
[Parker and Bryant, 2012], evolutionary strategies [Recio et al., 2012], MCTS
[Maes et al., 2012; Nguyen and Thawonmas, 2013; Samothrakis et al., 2011].
3.3 Game Entertainment Evaluation
On some classic games such as chess, checker and Othello, computer can plays
human at any level with the exception of Go. But with the use of Monte Carlo
Tree Search [Browne et al., 2012], computer opponents in Go are improving re-
sults. Strong AI components is not the only area of research for video games as
highlighted by Laird and V. [2000]. And since then there has been significant
research in the area including - designing AI for NPCs, game content creation
[Shaker et al., 2010], and player entertainment/satisfaction. AI are now also used
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to provide entertaining and engaging NPCs for the human players, since the game
industry already has acceptable AI for NPCs for most purposes according to N.
[2012]. On the other hand, Lucas et al. [2012] argues that there is great potential
in making game AI better, and that when the bots are smarter new possibilities
for interesting game play will naturally emerge.
One trend is to design game agents that are more interesting and fun to play
against. The holy grail of this research is to have reliable quantitative measures of
what makes a game fun. Each individual player has their own idea of what makes
a game enjoyable, and different players are looking for different things. Theoret-
ical approaches to define fun in computer games are based on the well-known
theory of flow [Csikszentmihalyi, 1991] which results in a model for evaluating
player enjoyment called GameFlow [P. Sweetser and P. Wyeth, 2005]. Quantita-
tive approaches came later with an attempt to capture the entertainment value
of a game. The works of Vorderer et al. [2003], Malone [1981] and N. et al. [2006]
agree that the level of challenge significantly impacts player satisfaction, espe-
cially when the challenge of the task matches the player’s abilities. Yannakakis
[2005] developed some measures that attempted to quantify fun in prey-predator
games such as Pac-Man. He developed an “interest function” consisting of three
distinct factors: challenge, behavioural diversity and spatial diversity. Although
the measures are a useful first step, it was not clear to us how well they would
work in practice for our reasonably faithful implementation of Ms Pac-Man, since
they were developed in the context of simpler examples and designed to apply
to a general class of games. The measures therefore omit a great deal of game-
specific information that can be used to better understand the player experience.
The formula are listed below for reference.
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3.3.1 Level of Challenge (C)
This concept is based on how long the ghosts take to capture the player: the
longer the capturing time the easier the game, as expressed by Equation 3.1.
C =
[
1−
(
E {tk}
max {tk}
)]p1
(3.1)
where tk is the number of game ticks the ghosts take to capture Ms Pac-Man the
k-th time. E {tk} is the expected number of game ticks for a player to lose a
life, max {tk} the maximum game ticks taken over N games and p1 is a weighting
parameter.
3.3.2 Level of Behaviour Diversity (B)
This measure is based on the idea that behavioural diversity can be measured
by variations in the score obtained by a player over a series of games. Since the
Level of Challenge is based on the number of game ticks, the level of Behaviour
Diversity is defined using the standard deviation of the duration a player manages
to survive:
B =
(
σtk
σmax
)p2
(3.2)
where
σmax =
1
2
√
N
(N − 1)(tmax − tmin) (3.3)
and where σtk is the standard deviation of tk over N games, p2 a weighting
parameter and tmin ≤ tk.
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3.3.3 Level of Spatial Diversity (S)
Yannakakis used the following idea to define the concept of spatial diversity:
to make the game more enjoyable, the ghosts must behave aggressively and ex-
ploratory to capture the player unexpectedly at times. The level of spatial diver-
sity is formulated using number of nodes in the graph and number of visits to the
nodes. Presumably, more exploratory ghosts cover all nodes more uniformly.
The level of spatial diversity is defined to be the average of the distribution
value on different maze levels:
S = E {Hn} (3.4)
where
Hn =
[
− 1
logV n
∑ vin
V n
log
( vin
V n
)]p3
(3.5)
and where vin is the number of visits to graph node i in maze n, Vn =
∑
i vin the
total number of visits in maze n and vin is the number of visits to cell i in maze
n.
3.3.4 Interest Function
The overall Interest Function is then defined to be a weighted sum of the three
individual measures outlined above:
I =
γC + δB + εS
γ + δ + ε
(3.6)
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This measure may subsequently be used to assign a scalar value to a ghost team
that indicates its perceived level of entertainment. Later in the chapter, we will
test how it work in Ms PacMan.
3.4 The Ms Pac-Man vs Ghosts Competition
3.4.1 Ms Pac-Man
Ms Pac-Man is an arcade video game produced by Midway in 1981. The game is
classified in the Maze genre as the original Pac-Man from Namco in 1980 Lucas
[2007]. The test-bed implementation maintain compatibility to the original game.
The player controls the agent to gather points by eating dots and avoiding ghosts.
Player loses a life when contact with one of the ghosts. The ghosts turns edible
for a while when player eat a power dot. Power dots and edible ghosts have higher
scores than the normal dots.
The game consists of four mazes in total labelled A, B, C and D and cycle
throughout the game with maximum number 16 mazes to clear. The player starts
in maze A with three lives; an additional life is awarded at 10000 points. Each
pill eaten scores 10 points, each power pill is worth 50 points. The non-player
4character (NPC) are the four ghosts: Blinky (red), Pinky (pink), Inky (green)
and Sue (brown). When a power pill is eaten the ghosts reverse the directions and
turn them blue. The score for eating each blue ghost in succession immediately
after a power pill has been consumed starts at 200 points and doubles each time,
for a total of 200+400+800+1600=3000 additional points.
The arcade game Ms Pac-Man is the most popular successor to the classic
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Pac-Man, one of the most successful arcade games ever made. The player takes
control of Ms Pac-Man using a 4-way joystick and needs to navigate her across a
series of mazes. Ms Pac-Man scores points by eating the pills that are scattered
around the maze but is chased by four ghosts at the same time. Whenever a
ghost gets too close to Ms Pac-Man she loses a life. However, there are also four
power pills in each maze which, when eaten, turn the ghosts edible for a short
period of time, allowing Ms Pac-Man to chase and eat them instead. The first
ghost eaten awards 200 points and this reward doubles with each ghost eaten in
succession.
The game consists of four mazes which are played in order: whenever a maze
is cleared (i.e., all pills have been eaten), the game moves on to the next maze
until the game is over. Each maze contains a different layout with pills and power
pills placed at specific locations. Each pill eaten scores 10 points, each power pill
is worth 50 points. Ms Pac-Man starts the game with three lives; an additional
life is awarded at 10,000 points. At the start of each level, the ghosts start in the
lair in the middle of the maze and, after some idle time, enter the maze in their
pursuit of Ms Pac-Man.
3.4.2 Ms Pac-Man vs Ghosts
The Ms Pac-Man vs Ghosts Competition is currently in its third iteration, having
built on the success of the Ms Pac-Man Screen-Capture Competitions: competi-
tors are asked to write controllers for either or both Ms Pac-Man and the ghosts
and all entries compete with one another in a round-robin tournament to establish
the best controllers. Ms Pac-Man controllers attempt to maximise the score of
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the game while the ghosts strive to minimise the score. There are no restrictions
regarding the techniques or algorithms used to create the logic for either side but
controllers have only 40ms per game step to compute a move. Each game lasts a
maximum of 16 levels and each level is limited to 3000 time steps to avoid infinite
games that do not progress. Whenever the time limit of a level has been reached,
the game moves on to the next level, awarding the points associated with the
remaining pills to Ms Pac-Man; this is to encourage more aggressive behaviour
of the ghosts, and avoids the ghosts spoiling a game by grouping together and
circling a few remaining pills.
3.5 Classification of Ghost Teams
Each ghost team is designed and implemented with different strategies. Individual
ghost in a ghost team follows a specific rule governed by the overall strategy. Each
strategy orchestrates the ghosts differently and more sophisticated strategies are
exhibited by the ghost teams with high scores. This section studies the movement
of the ghosts and the overlapping decisions among the ghost teams.
3.5.1 Measuring Decision Overlap
We are interested to see how distinct the ghost teams are from each other so we
designed an experiment to measure deviations in the action space. Each ghost
team was asked to return actions for 2, 000 unique game states that were generated
from games played by the starter controllers; only game states where three or four
ghosts need to make a decision were considered (ghosts are not allowed to reverse
so they only make decisions at junctions). The actions returned are integers
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in the range [0, 4] and any invalid directions are converted to “neutral” prior
evaluation. The value 5 is used to signify if a ghost was not required to take
an action. The response of each ghost team thus consists of a 4-digit string
specifying the actions for Blinky, Inky, Pinky, and Sue sequentially. We can then
calculate the percentages of overlapping actions between the different ghost teams
in identical situations, ignoring actions from ghosts that are not required to take
an action. This data is shown in Table 3.2 using equation 3.7 such that each
entry in the table shows the percentage of similar actions made by ghost team i
and ghost team j; the data is also visualised in Figure 3.1.
Pij = 100× bij + iij + pij + sij
B + I + P + S
(3.7)
where bij (iij, pij, sij) is number of the identical actions made by Blinky (Inky,
Pinky, Sue) for ghost teams i and j and B (I, P , S) is the total number of actions
Blinky (Inky, Pinky, Sue) is required to take.
Table 3.1 shows the controller entries for the CIG11 competition.
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Name ID PacMan ID Ghosts ID Vote Rank
NearestPillPacMan 20 20 - -
Legacy 24 - 24 1
Legacy2TheReckoning 25 - 25 17
xsl11 27 27 27 9
PhantomMenace 28 28 28 14
brucetong 60 60 60 15
mcharles 64 64 64 7
GLaDOS 66 - 66 16
Ant Bot 67 67 - -
num01 71 - 71 13
Nostalgia 73 - 73 2
kveykva 74 - 74 11
Zekna 76 76 -
hacklash 78 78 78 8
jackhftang 79 - 79 6
Spooks 80 80 80 10
ICEgUCT CIG11 81 - 81 5
ICEpAmbush CIG11 82 82 -
rcpinto 83 83 83 12
KaiserKyle 86 - 86 4
Scintillants 87 - 87 3
schrum2 88 88 -
CERRLA 89 89 -
emgallar 90 90 -
Random 91 91 91 18
garner 92 92 -
26 16 18
Table 3.1: Controller Entries for the CIG11 Competition
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Figure 3.1: Confusion matrix of the percentages of similar decision made by the
ghost teams.
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24 25 27 28 60 64 66 71 73 74 78 79 80 81 83 86 87 91
24 38 38 49 34 39 26 50 22 38 61 40 51 33 37 46 40 39
25 38 58 66 46 95 66 71 28 95 48 45 60 42 88 56 72 45
27 38 58 67 37 58 53 67 38 58 49 63 70 43 58 63 64 44
28 49 66 67 33 66 56 80 28 66 55 50 82 38 59 73 67 45
60 34 46 37 33 46 38 33 22 46 39 34 37 26 47 35 41 38
64 39 95 58 66 46 66 71 26 96 49 45 61 43 89 56 73 45
66 26 66 53 56 38 66 55 27 66 41 53 52 31 60 50 54 46
71 50 71 67 80 33 71 55 27 71 62 48 77 43 63 69 60 45
73 22 28 38 28 22 26 27 27 27 29 39 24 18 24 28 28 27
74 38 95 58 66 46 96 66 71 27 48 45 61 43 89 56 73 45
78 61 48 49 55 39 49 41 62 29 48 47 60 36 47 49 47 45
79 40 45 63 50 34 45 53 48 39 45 47 55 31 44 50 52 42
80 51 60 70 82 37 61 52 77 24 61 60 55 43 62 71 68 44
81 33 42 43 38 26 43 31 43 18 43 36 31 43 45 36 40 32
83 37 88 58 59 47 89 60 63 24 89 47 44 62 45 52 79 45
86 46 56 63 73 35 56 50 69 28 56 49 50 71 36 52 57 44
87 40 72 64 67 41 73 54 60 28 73 47 52 68 40 79 57 43
91 39 45 44 45 38 45 46 45 27 45 45 42 44 32 45 44 43
Table 3.2: Confusion matrix shows number of time the ghost teams made the
same decision in percentages.
3.5.2 Analysis of Ghost Decision
The 2, 000 game states used require a total of 6, 009 decisions to be made: Blinky
is required take 1,806 decision, Inky is required to take 1,877 decisions, Pinky is
required to take 440 decisions and Sue is required to take 1,886 decisions. The
percentage of entries that makes the same decisions more than 50% of the time
is 47% while the percentage of entries that make the same decisions more than
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80% of the time is 10%. There are a few entries that shows high percentages of
similarity all of which are rule-based entries with conditionally using the same
rule to make decision at the implementation level.
3.5.3 Experimental Setup For Ranking and Classification
In this experiment, 18 ghost teams and 15 Ms Pac-Man controllers are pitted
against one another and games are recorded. The process begins by selecting one
ghost team and one Ms Pac-Man controller from the pool to play 20 matches.
Each match is run normally until the game is over. During the match important
game information is saved at each time step for replays and analysis:
• total time, level time, score, maze, level
• action, location and direction of Ms Pac-Man
• number of lives remaining
• statuses of all pills and power pills (eaten or not)
• location, direction, edible time, lair time of each ghost
Even though the size of game state is fixed, the size of a match may vary depend-
ing on how long the match takes. All 5,400 matches were played and recorded
sequentially.
3.5.4 Ghost Teams Ranking with Interest Function
To obtain the interest value mentioned in Section 3.3 we ran the following pro-
cedure through all 300 matches: the game states are read and the duration Ms
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Pac-Man survived is recorded by counting the number of game states passed to
produce all tk value from which the average and maximum is easily obtained
(3.1). At this point we can also calculate equation 3.2 by finding the standard
deviation of tk get the maximum and minimum to feed to equation 3.3.
For the spatial diversity equation 3.4, because the we need to calculate number
of visits to each cell (node), this needs to be calculated separately depending on
which of the four mazes the game state is in. This can be done in one of the
following two ways: (1) by evaluating match one by one and average the value if
the match played on more than one maze and (2) by keeping tracks of all visiting
counts for 4 mazes, then all 300 matches can be read, and calculate once all the
reading is done. There is minor value differences between the two method. In
this experiment we used the first approach since it can be done incrementally.
In final step, we calculate the interest value of the ghost team by calculating
equation 3.6 with suggesting weight for parameters from the original author using:
p1 = 0.5, p2 = 1, p3 = 4, γ = 1, δ = 2, ε = 3
The interest values for all ghost teams is presented in rank order of this mea-
sure of interest in table IV. This bears no relationship to the rank order of pref-
erences expressed by human players in table 3.4, and actually ranks the Random
team highest, which human players found least interesting to play against.
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Name 100*C 100*B 100*S 100*I Rank Vote Rank
Random 93.00 32.65 31.46 42.11 1 18
jackhftang 93.17 22.63 32.85 39.50 2 6
GLaDOS 96.78 25.68 28.24 38.81 3 16
Spooks 95.49 22.59 28.53 37.71 4 10
xsl11 94.41 19.14 31.10 37.67 5 9
num01 94.56 27.85 25.20 37.64 6 13
Nostalgia 97.14 20.70 28.89 37.53 7 2
PhantomMenace 95.70 19.68 29.52 37.27 8 14
Legacy 97.10 19.46 29.03 37.19 9 1
ICEgUCT CIG11 97.47 16.25 30.74 37.03 10 5
KaiserKyle 97.72 17.53 29.33 36.80 11 4
Scintillants 96.95 16.90 29.59 36.59 12 3
kveykva 95.70 27.00 22.28 36.09 13 11
Legacy2TheRec. 96.23 24.43 23.27 35.82 14 17
hacklash 97.97 17.24 26.93 35.54 15 8
brucetong 98.62 13.89 28.53 35.33 16 15
mcharles 98.79 14.06 28.15 35.22 17 7
rcpinto 96.12 25.22 20.43 34.64 18 12
Table 3.3: Results from the analysis of games using proposed measurement.
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Rank Name Elo + - games score oppo. draws
1 Legacy 108 88 83 53 62% 4 0%
2 Nostalgia 76 86 82 55 60% -9 0%
3 Scintillants 72 94 91 45 58% 4 0%
4 KaiserKylets 67 80 77 60 58% -4 0%
5 ICEgUCT CIG11 51 74 72 71 56% -5 0%
6 jackhftangts 32 80 79 59 54% 0 0%
7 mcharles 27 84 83 53 53% 4 0%
8 hacklash 26 86 85 52 54% 1 0%
9 xsl11 21 79 78 61 52% 5 0%
10 Spooks 15 76 76 65 52% 1 0%
11 kveykva -14 80 81 59 47% 6 0%
12 rcpinto -46 83 86 52 44% -4 0%
13 num01 -57 76 78 64 42% 6 0%
14 PhantomMenace -58 80 82 58 43% 5 0%
15 brucetong -60 85 88 52 42% -2 0%
16 GLaDOS -63 79 81 59 44% -16 0%
17 Legacy2TheReckoning -91 77 80 62 40% -5 0%
18 RandomGhosts -108 85 90 52 37% 1 0%
Table 3.4: Results of Bayes Elo Analysis From On-line User Preference Sombat
et al. [2012b]
3.5.5 Relative Region Feature: RRF
Results in Section 3.5.2 show that ghost teams can be distinguished from each
other by the decisions they make given a set of game states. However, measuring
each decision offers a microscopic view of behaviour, and does not lead directly
to any useful analysis of what might make a game fun. In pursuit of this goal,
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we designed a feature space that should be able to classify game logs as belong
to a particular ghost team, and also be useful in estimating fun.
The original Ms Pac-Man ghosts are fun to play against, and the rules control-
ling their behaviour ensure that they come at Pac-Man from different directions,
and are sometimes close by and sometimes far away. Hence, we developed relative
features that would account for the distances and directions of each individual
ghost to the Pac-Man. This is depicted in Figure 3.2 which labels the regions
relative to the position of the Pac-Man.
We further clarify this by plotting ghosts positions relative to the Pac-Man,
and found that the density of the relative ghosts positions exhibits differences.
This leads to region separations as to whether the ghosts likely to be in the
left-right-up-down position to location of Ms Pac-Man. Figure 3.2 shows regions
numbering where Ms Pac-Man is at the centre of the diagram on the left. The
picture in the right hand side in Figure 3.2 is a game state of a match at game
tick 530 with score 1,180 in level 1. Mapping the region for the ghost at that
game state would result in Blinky at region number 2, Inky is in region number
3, Pinky is in region number 0, and Sue is in region number 6.
3.5.6 Ghost Team Classification
The first step of the classification is to turns all the matches into region data.
This is done match by match. One match file turns into one region file. The
converter programs will turn each game state in the match one-by-one to region
data, with each game state mapping to a single region string. For example, the
game state on the right of Figure 3.2 is turns to 4-digit region string ’2306’. The
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Figure 3.2: Region numbering (left) and overlay of regions relative to the position
of Ms Pac-Man (right).
region string varies on the size of the regions chosen, but is always of length 4.
In this experiment, three regions sizes are set-up. Small-size regions is the same
size as the maze. Large-size regions covers twice the size of the maze to keep the
ghosts in the range of region number 1 to 8. Medium-size regions is the middle
size between the two size.
The region data of a match is essentially a text file where each line is a region
string converted from the game state where the game tick is the same as the
line number. The data is then organised for the classification by grouping them
using the ghost teams identification irrespective of which Ms Pac-Man team it
is playing. The files are organised into 18 directories corresponding to the ghost
teams where each directory contains 300 region data files. These traces alter
significantly with depending on ghost team behaviour.
The text classifiers includes the step of preprocessing and transforming which
would help us discern the noisy data in developing custom classifier. For example
the term frequency inverse document frequency will take care of our high fre-
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quency value for region string 0000 and scale the dimensions of the feature vector
for us [Joachims, 1998]. In this experiment we apply popular text classifier from
scikit-learn [Pedregosa et al., 2011]. The selected classifiers are Ridge classifier
(RidgeC), k-Nearest Neighbour Classifier (KNNC) [Dasarathy, 1991], Support
Vector Machine classifier [Joachims, 1998] using LIBLINEAR [Fan et al., 2008]
(SVMC), Stochastic Gradient Descent classifier (SGDC) Yin and Kushner [2003],
and Bernoulli Naive Bayes classifier (BNBC) Rish [2001]. In addition to the five
classifiers, we have created a custom classification pipeline. This pipeline consists
of a count vectorizer for feature extraction, TF-IDF for vector transformer, and
SVMC as the classifier (SVMC Pipeline).
All classifiers are trained with 3,510 region data files with 195 files from each
ghost teams. The remaining 105 region data files for each ghost team are used
for testing and validation. The classifiers scores are then evaluated with 1,890
region data files. Table 3.5 shows the F1-scores for all the classifiers, with the
overall best result being the SVMC Pipeline using the small region features. The
classifiers perform better with small region RRF dataset. Small region RRF
dataset outperforms medium size by 2.43% and it outperforms large size dataset
by 5.97%. The table also shows that the best classifier outperforms the second
best by 3.13%.
Figure 3.3 shows the confusion matrices for the SVMC classifier based on
small, medium and large regions respectively. The F1-score is the harmonic mean
of precision and recall, see equation 3.8.
F1 = 2 ∗
(
precision ∗ recall
precision+ recall
)
(3.8)
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precision =
tp
tp+ fp
(3.9)
recall =
tp
tp+ fn
(3.10)
where tp (true positive) is the number of matches the ghost team played and
correctly classified, fp (false negative) the number of matches other ghost team
played but incorrectly classified and fn (false negative) the number of matches
other ghost team played and classified as not belong to the ghost team.
Small Medium Large
RidgeC 0.74 0.71 0.68
KNNC (n= 5) 0.65 0.63 0.61
KNNC (n=10) 0.60 0.60 0.57
KNNC (n=20) 0.54 0.57 0.54
SVMC 0.74 0.72 0.69
SGDC 0.74 0.73 0.70
BNBC 0.57 0.53 0.53
SVMC Pipeline 0.78 0.74 0.72
Table 3.5: Classifiers F1 Scores.
3.6 Ghost Team Ranking With Classifier
As shown in previous section, reliable classifiers can be generated using region-
base movement for Ms Pac-Man game. This section demonstrates that with
appropriate Pac-Man agent new ghosts controller can be ranked and rated. Table
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Figure 3.3: Confusion matrices for different region sizes (small, medium, and
large; left to right) with SVMC Pipeline.
3.6 lists all entries for the experiment.
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Name ID PacMan ID Ghosts ID
NearestPillPacMan 20 20 -
Legacy 24 - 24
Legacy2TheReckoning 25 - 25
xsl11 27 27 27
PhantomMenace 28 28 28
brucetong 60 60 60
mcharles 64 64 64
GLaDOS 66 - 66
Ant Bot 67 - 67
num01 71 - 71
Nostalgia 73 - 73
kveykva 74 - 74
Zekna 76 - 76
hacklash 78 78 78
jackhftang 79 - 79
Spooks 80 80 80
ICEgUCT CIG11 81 - 81
ICEpAmbush CIG11 82 82 -
rcpinto 83 83 83
KaiserKyle 86 - 86
Scintillants 87 - 87
schrum2 88 88 -
CERRLA 89 89 -
emgallar 90 90 -
Random 91 91 91
garner 92 92 -
26 17 18
Table 3.6: CIG11 Entries Used In The Experiment
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In order to create reliable ghost ranking classifier, reliable pacman agents
need to be identified. The next experiment is setup to find most reliable pacman
entries to use as classification. is required as Some pacman entries especially the
entries that
3.6.1 Classifiers Evaluation
Comparing modern text classifications: SVC, MultinomialNB, and SGD. Set up
for evaluation:
• select based pacman controller, NearestPill pacman.
• Generate 400 games against each ghosts team total of 18*400 = 7,200 sam-
ples
• feature vectorizer - CountVectorizer
• classifiers - SVC, MultinomialNB, SGD
• classifier evaluation using StratifiedKFold - folds = 4
3.6.2 PacMan Selection
Because pacman entries implemented differently, some pacman should be more
reliable than the others when used as evaluating pacman agent in the classifier.
Rule-based entries should yield more reliable classifier than those with random
decision making.
Match data is generated from round-robin tournament of all pacman entries
versus all ghost entries. Each of the 17 pacman entries will have 18 ghosts team to
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play against. There are 17*18 or 306 possible matches. Each match will generate
500 games and converted to region-based data where 400 of those are used as a
training dataset and the remaining 100 games as the testing dataset.
ID Name SVC SGD MuiltinomailNB
20 NearestPill 0.69 0.68 0.68
27 xsl11 0.85 0.83 0.80
28 PhantomMenace 0.85 0.84 0.83
60 brucetong 0.69 0.65 0.61
64 mcharles 0.83 0.82 0.75
67 Ant Bot 0.54 0.52 0.54
76 Zekna 0.78 0.72 0.90
78 hacklash 0.53 0.53 0.51
80 Spooks 0.92 0.89 0.91
82 ICEpAmbush CIG11 0.57 0.55 0.54
83 rcpinto 0.87 0.86 0.85
88 schrum2 0.67 0.66 0.64
89 CERRLA 0.83 0.82 0.81
90 emgallar 0.63 0.58 0.62
91 RandomNonRev 0.36 0.35 0.35
92 garner 0.71 0.68 0.65
Table 3.7: classifiers performance based on pacman entries
The SVMC classifiers are generated from the training dataset corresponding
to each pacman entries. Model evaluation are performed on Each classifier f1-
score report and confusion matrix is inspected. The table 3.7 reports f1-score on
all classifiers.
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Figure 3.4: Confusion Matrix for Classifier built with Spooks pacman.
The highlighted classifier build from Spooks pacman has the highest f1-score
as show in table 4.2 and with Figure 3.4. Figure 3.5 shows the confusion matrix
for nearest pill pacman.
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Figure 3.5: Confusion Matrix for Classifier built with NearestPill pacman.
3.6.3 Ghosts Team Evaluation
Overall classifiers performance based on ghosts entries.
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ID Name SVC SGD MuiltinomailNB
24 Legacy 0.85 0.85 0.80
25 Legacy2TheReckoning 0.86 0.80 0.84
27 xsl11 0.73 0.72 0.63
28 PhantomMenace 0.61 0.58 0.56
60 brucetong 0.75 0.77 0.75
64 mcharles 0.32 0.35 0.32
66 GLaDOS 0.66 0.64 0.69
71 num01 0.84 0.81 0.79
73 Nostalgia 0.83 0.82 0.81
74 kveykva 0.27 0.07 0.30
78 hacklash 0.72 0.72 0.68
79 jackhftang 0.77 0.76 0.75
80 Spooks 0.81 0.76 0.76
81 ICEgUCT CIG11 0.78 0.75 0.79
83 rcpinto 0.78 0.77 0.83
86 KaiserKyle 0.77 0.79 0.76
87 Scintillants 0.63 0.67 0.58
91 Random 0.74 0.74 0.71
Table 3.8: classifiers performance based on ghosts entries
3.7 Conclusions
Creating AI for game NPCs to match player preferences is possible given adequate
implementation of NPCs implementation. In the experimental study that directly
measures human preferences in the game of Ms Pac-Man using a set of ghost
teams from a recent Ms Pac-Man versus Ghosts Competition. The competition
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not only allowed us access to numerous distinct ghost teams but also gave us
a good idea of the playing strengths of these teams. To make the most of the
noisy preference data we used the Bayes Elo tool to optimally fit a Bradley-Terry
model and found that some teams were significantly preferred to other teams.
The Yannakakis model of interest [Yannakakis, 2005] was found to not produce
useful estimates. However, we developed a relative region approach that is more
directly applicable to the game of Pac-Man, and found that text classification
algorithms were able to classify ghost teams with reasonable accuracy. The idea
of using classification to evaluate automated game-play based on user preference
data can be extended to other type of games. This study demonstrates how
to extract movement traces from Ms Pac-Man which is equally applicable to any
other predator-prey game where similar behaviours are prominent. This approach
can also be used in platform games where movement traces such as ‘jumping on’
and ‘jumping over’ enemies and objects (e.g., Super Mario) can be used as an
indication of the gamer enjoying the game. This approach may also be generalised
to other types of games especially those where replays are widely available (as is
often the case with real-time strategy games used in gaming competitions).
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Chapter 4
Player Experience Levels
This chapter presents a systematic method for creating NPCs with ability to
adapt to player experience levels in Ms PacMan game. The user experience levels
uses on-line user preference data as reference resource.
The research uses the RRF 3.5.5 technique in search for a way to correctly
rank player experience levels of NPCs. The methodology should be applicable to
other criteria as well such as difficulty levels based on NPCs scores.
4.1 Experiment setting
The experiment uses 15 pacmans entries and 18 ghosts teams entries from the
CIG11 pacman-vs-ghosts on-line contest. In addition to previous evaluation of
fun evaluation of the ghosts team entries, this experiment adds additional a ruled-
base pacman controller called, NearestPillPacMan. The pacman controller aims
to collect as many pills as possible by selecting the shortest path to the closest
pill. The total number of pacman controllers used is 16. There are 16×18 possible
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matches and 200 unique games are generated for each match. The total of 57, 600
games are used in this experiment. Table 4.1 shows all of the entries.
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Name ID PacMan ID Ghosts ID Vote Rank
NearestPillPacMan 20 20 - -
Legacy 24 - 24 1
Legacy2TheReckoning 25 - 25 17
xsl11 27 27 27 9
PhantomMenace 28 28 28 14
brucetong 60 60 60 15
mcharles 64 64 64 7
GLaDOS 66 - 66 16
Ant Bot 67 67 - -
num01 71 - 71 13
Nostalgia 73 - 73 2
kveykva 74 - 74 11
Zekna 76 76 -
hacklash 78 78 78 8
jackhftang 79 - 79 6
Spooks 80 80 80 10
ICEgUCT CIG11 81 - 81 5
ICEpAmbush CIG11 82 82 -
rcpinto 83 83 83 12
KaiserKyle 86 - 86 4
Scintillants 87 - 87 3
schrum2 88 88 -
CERRLA 89 89 -
emgallar 90 90 -
Random 91 91 91 18
garner 92 92 -
26 16 18
Table 4.1: Controller Entries for CIG11 Competition
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4.2 PacMan entry selection
Sixteen classifiers is built based on 16 pacman entries. Each classifier is corre-
sponding to a pacman entry. Each classifier is trained on 2,700 games taking
from 150 games from each of the 18 ghosts teams entries. The remaining 900
games are testing games drawing 50 games from each ghosts team entry. Table
4.2 displays the performance of all the classifiers. Each row shows the precision,
recall and the F1 score on the corresponding classifier with the title pacman entry.
The precision is the positive predictive value calculated with precision. The recall
is the sensitivity or true positive rate calculated with recall. The F1 score is the
harmonic mean of precision and recall calculated with F1. TP , FN , and FP are
shorten for true positive, false negative, and false positive respectively. Table 4.2
also hilights pacman entry with highest accurate score.
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PacMan Entries Precision Recall F1 Score
20 NearestPill 0.81 0.80 0.80
27 xsl11 0.82 0.80 0.81
28 PhantomMenace 0.81 0.81 0.80
60 brucetong 0.59 0.57 0.56
64 mcharles 0.80 0.80 0.79
67 Ant Bot 0.47 0.47 0.46
76 Zekna 0.86 0.81 0.80
78 hacklash 0.58 0.54 0.53
80 Spooks 0.92 0.92 0.92
82 ICEpAmbush CIG11 0.63 0.56 0.55
83 rcpinto 0.73 0.73 0.73
88 schrum2 0.53 0.50 0.50
89 CERRLA 0.80 0.78 0.78
90 emgallar 0.55 0.54 0.54
91 RandomNonRev 0.31 0.30 0.29
92 garner 0.58 0.58 0.57
0.67 0.66 0.65
Table 4.2: Performance of classifiers built with different PacMan entries
4.3 Classifier result
As hilighted in table 4.2, classifier trained with Spooks pacman entry has the
highest F1 score of 0.915. The classified result of the classifier can be visualised
with confusion matrix in figure 4.1. The confusion matrix shows that the ghosts
team entries 64 and 74 have negative effect on the accuracy. These are mcharles
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and kveykva ghosts teams. In fact, these two ghosts teams has identical imple-
mentation. They are the startup ghosts controller provided by the competition.
Further experiment will exclude ghosts team 64, and will regard ghosts team 74
as a valid entry. The rank differences should not affect the classification or the
ranking order. The reason is that the classification treats the rank value as label
not ordinal while the ranking order depends only on the voted rank. Table 4.3
shows the detail accurate scores before excluding ghosts team 64.
Figure 4.1: Confusion Matrix for Classifier Trained with SpooksPacman Games
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ID Ghosts Team Precision Recall F1-Score
24 Legacy 1.00 1.00 1.00
25 Legacy2TheReckoning 0.98 1.00 0.99
27 xsl11 0.98 0.94 0.96
28 PhantomMenace 0.93 1.00 0.96
60 brucetong 1.00 0.96 0.98
64 mcharles 0.48 0.78 0.59
66 GLaDOS 0.98 0.98 0.98
71 num01 0.98 0.98 0.98
73 Nostalgia 1.00 1.00 1.00
74 kveykva 0.48 0.22 0.30
78 hacklash 0.95 0.82 0.88
79 jackhftang 0.96 0.98 0.97
80 Spooks 1.00 0.98 0.99
81 ICEgUCT CIG11 1.00 1.00 1.00
83 rcpinto 0.98 0.94 0.96
86 KaiserKyle 0.96 1.00 0.98
87 Scintillants 0.94 0.96 0.95
91 Random 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.92 0.92 0.92
Table 4.3: Accuracy Score Report for Classifier Trained with SpooksPacman
Games
Figure 4.2 shows confusion matrix of the classifier trained with Spooks pacman
games excluding games from ghosts team 64. Table 4.4 shows the actual accurate
scores.
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Figure 4.2: Confusion Matrix for Classifier Trained with SpooksPacman Games
After Removing Duplicate Entry
64
ID Ghosts Team Precision Recall F1-Score
24 Legacy 1.00 1.00 1.00
25 Legacy2TheReckoning 0.98 1.00 0.99
27 xsl11 0.98 0.94 0.96
28 PhantomMenace 0.93 1.00 0.96
60 brucetong 1.00 0.96 0.98
66 GLaDOS 1.00 0.98 0.99
71 num01 0.98 0.98 0.98
73 Nostalgia 1.00 1.00 1.00
74 kveykva 0.87 0.96 0.91
78 hacklash 0.96 0.84 0.89
79 jackhftang 0.96 0.98 0.97
80 Spooks 1.00 0.98 0.99
81 ICEgUCT CIG11 1.00 1.00 1.00
83 rcpinto 0.98 0.94 0.96
86 KaiserKyle 0.96 1.00 0.98
87 Scintillants 0.94 0.96 0.95
91 Random 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.97 0.97 0.97
Table 4.4: Accuracy Score Report for Classifier Trained with SpooksPacman
Games
4.4 Update result for selecting pacman entry
The experiment re-evaluates the classifiers for each pacman entries after removing
the duplicate ghosts team entries. Table 4.5 shows the performance result where
the classifier trained with SpooksPacman still remains the highest accurate clas-
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sifier.
PacMan Entries Precision Recall F1 Score
20 NearestPill 0.849 0.846 0.845
27 xsl11 0.863 0.839 0.844
28 PhantomMenace 0.866 0.859 0.861
60 brucetong 0.609 0.589 0.585
64 mcharles 0.855 0.848 0.849
67 Ant Bot 0.504 0.494 0.492
76 Zekna 0.914 0.853 0.847
78 hacklash 0.615 0.572 0.565
80 Spooks 0.973 0.972 0.972
82 ICEpAmbush CIG11 0.677 0.588 0.597
83 rcpinto 0.795 0.779 0.780
88 schrum2 0.574 0.535 0.535
89 CERRLA 0.837 0.819 0.821
90 emgallar 0.576 0.562 0.563
91 RandomNonRev 0.332 0.319 0.311
92 garner 0.619 0.618 0.609
0.716 0.693 0.692
Table 4.5: Classifiers Comparison After Removing Duplicate Ghosts Team Entries
4.5 Using the classifier as ranker
Base on the performance shown in table 4.5, the most promising classifier is the
one trained using SpooksPacman. The experiment uses this classifiers as a ranker
to match that of voted rank by human players.
To rank a set of games, the experiment adds extra step after the games pre-
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diction - rank score calculation. Two type of rank score calculations are used
in the experiment: weighted rank and max rank. The equation for weighted
rank is r =
∑17
i=1 civi where i indicates the index of ghosts team entry. ci is the
number of games classified as belonging to the ith ghosts team entry. vi is the
voted rank for the ith ghosts team entry. Max rank simply uses the voted rank
of the most predicted ghosts team entry. The experiment deploys two ranking
correlation coefficient to evaluate the predicted rank to the voted rank: Spear-
man’s ρ, and Kendall’s τ . Both Spearman’s ρ and Kendall’s τ output value in
the range -1 to 1. Value closes to 1 indicates strong correlation, where value
closes to -1 indicates negative association. Spearman’s ρ concerns only the rank
distances in its equation ρ = 1− 6
∑
d2i
n(n2−1) . Kendall’s τ equation for this experiment
is τ = nc−nd√
(n0−n1)(n0−n2)
. n0 =
n(n−1)
2
n1 =
∑
i
ti(ti−1)
2
n2 =
∑
j
uj(uj−1)
2
nc = number of concordant pairs
nd = number of discordant pairs
ti = number of tied values in the i
thgroup of ties for the first quantity
uj = number of tied values in the j
thgroup of ties for the second quantity
Kendall’s τ is preferable when predicted rank contains ties. The experiment
also reports the p-value from significance test from each calculation. The p-value,
based on 10% significance level, can be interpreted against null hypothesis as
followed:
• p ≤ 0.01 very strong presumption.
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• 0.01 < p ≤ 0.05 strong presumption.
• 0.05 < p ≤ 0.1 low presumption.
• 0.1 < p no presumption.
Table 4.6 shows ranking result of the classifier training on all 17 ghosts team
entries. The ranking result shows a perfect ranking systems when equally trained
on two thirds of the games from all 17 ghosts teams leaving one third of the
portion for testing.
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Ghosts 24 25 27 28 60 66 71 73 74 78 79 80 81 83 86 87 91 Voted Weighted Max
24 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1.00 1
25 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 17 17.00 17
27 0 0 47 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 9 9.08 9
28 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 14.00 14
60 0 0 1 0 48 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 15 14.64 15
66 0 0 0 0 0 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 16 15.76 16
71 0 0 0 0 0 0 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 13 12.98 13
73 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2.00 2
74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11 10.88 11
78 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 42 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 8 8.34 8
79 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 49 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6.16 6
80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 49 0 0 1 0 0 10 9.88 10
81 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 5 5.00 5
83 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0 47 0 0 0 12 11.98 12
86 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 4 4.00 4
87 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 48 0 3 3.28 3
91 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 50 18 18.00 18
ρ 1.00 1.00 1.00
p value 0.00 0.00 0.00
τ 1.00 1.00 1.00
p value 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table 4.6: Ranking results from classifier trained with 17*150 games tested with
17*50 games.
4.6 Ranking Result With Leave-One-Out
The experiment applies leave-one-out validation to measure the ranking perfor-
mance on untrained games presumably from unknown ghosts team. Seventeen
rankers are generated each of which is trained by omitting games from one ghosts
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team entry. The ith ranker omits the games from ghosts team entry index i. It
will train on 16×150 games and test on 100 games from ghosts team entry index
i. Omitting ghosts team serve as unknown ghosts team entry. Leave-one-out is a
common technique to prevent overfitting problem and alternately evaluate how
well the ranker will works on unseen samples drawing from the population. Table
4.7 shows the result of the rankers and the overall correlation of the weighted
rank and max rank. Even though, both coefficients show positive correlation
to the voted rank, the values are not significant enough to draw the conclusion.
However, the p-value is close to the targeting 0.1 on significance level of 10%.
Future research could fine tune the classifiers to get a better ranking result. Hy-
perparameter techniques or gridsearch should lead to a better result.
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Ghosts 24 25 27 28 60 66 71 73 74 78 79 80 81 83 86 87 91 Vote Weight Max
24 - 0 0 0 1 10 0 0 1 28 5 0 0 0 5 0 0 1 9.20 8
25 0 - 0 0 0 2 0 0 28 18 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 17 10.16 11
27 0 0 - 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 20 0 9 8.16 14
28 0 0 2 - 1 17 1 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 24 0 14 8.80 3
60 0 5 2 10 - 27 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 1 15 14.68 16
66 0 0 0 19 6 - 0 0 10 1 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 16 12.28 14
71 0 0 0 0 1 0 - 0 12 0 0 0 0 37 0 0 0 13 11.82 12
73 0 8 0 22 0 8 2 - 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 2 14.62 14
74 0 1 0 0 0 3 1 0 - 34 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 11 9.64 8
78 0 5 0 1 0 2 0 0 39 - 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 8 11.68 11
79 0 0 2 15 2 3 0 0 0 0 - 20 0 0 4 4 0 6 10.68 10
80 0 0 0 9 0 8 0 0 2 8 15 - 0 0 8 0 0 10 9.24 6
81 0 0 0 0 4 5 0 0 0 0 38 0 - 0 0 0 3 5 8.44 6
83 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 0 28 0 0 1 0 - 0 0 0 12 11.82 11
86 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 28 5 15 0 0 - 1 0 4 8.42 8
87 0 0 3 46 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 13.72 14
91 0 0 0 1 27 12 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 - 18 13.02 15
ρ 1.00 0.24 0.28
p 0.00 0.35 0.27
τ 1.00 0.21 0.21
p 0.00 0.23 0.24
Table 4.7: Leave-One-Out Ranking Result
4.6.1 Ranking by grouping
Generally a video games has a small number difficulty levels for player to choose
from. Exceptions are games with subjective difficulty which intention to offer
challenges appropriate to players of different skill levels. Most video games set
AI difficulty levels to a small number ranging from 4 to 8 levels. The original
Ms. PacMan prompts player with four difficulty levels and challenges the player
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with speed-up where higher levels incur faster NPCs movements. The modified
version of Ms. PacMan for the competition, however, has removed the speed-up
factor. Hence, the difficulty levels relies solely on the challenging levels of the
ghosts team.
To achieve lower number of fun levels, the ghosts team entries are ranked in
descending order and divided into the desired number of groups. Therefore the
game data generated from the ghosts entries in the same group belongs to the
same label or have the same rank. The group number indicates the rank. The
lower number group has higher preference to the ones with higher number.
The experiment trains and verifies the classifiers on the group-wise game data.
The verification process uses a common cross-validation technique called leave-
one-out where each iteration reports the rank of the unseen game data using
weighted rank algorithm 11.
Table 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 shows the result when the number of groups are 4, 5,
and 6 respectively.
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Group 1 2 3 4 Voted Weighted Max
1 - 116 10 74 1 2.79 2
2 76 - 46 78 2 2.63 4
3 16 58 - 126 3 3.18 4
4 48 68 134 - 4 2.34 3
ρ 1.00 -0.40 0.32
p value 0.00 0.60 0.68
τ 1.00 -0.33 0.18
p value 0.04 0.50 0.71
Table 4.8: Ranking result when separating ghosts teams into 4 levels
Group 1 2 3 4 5 Voted Weighted Max
1 - 23 61 20 46 1 3.59 3
2 38 - 68 7 37 2 3.03 3
3 39 33 - 51 27 3 2.96 4
4 32 0 58 - 110 4 3.78 5
5 32 3 26 139 - 5 3.36 4
ρ 1.00 0.10 0.79
p value 0.00 0.87 0.11
τ 1.00 0.00 0.67
p value 0.01 1.00 0.10
Table 4.9: Ranking result when separating ghosts teams into 5 levels
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Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 Voted Weighted Max
1 - 20 41 0 35 54 1 4.41 6
2 36 - 67 0 44 3 2 3.17 3
3 25 30 - 31 41 23 3 3.68 5
4 0 0 48 - 4 98 4 5.01 6
5 34 3 13 2 - 98 5 4.50 6
6 4 0 18 26 102 - 6 4.48 5
ρ 1.00 0.60 0.06
p value 0.00 0.21 0.91
τ 1.00 0.33 0.08
p value 0.00 0.35 0.83
Table 4.10: Ranking result when separating ghosts teams into 6 levels
4.6.2 Remarks on using weighted ranking score
Table 4.10 demonstrates the drawback of using rank calculated with the weighted
ranking score when classified games from group number 6. Majority of the games
are classified as the lowest rank possible. Intuitively, the rank should be close to
6 instead the calculation yield 4.48 resulting in ρ = 0.608. The ranking correla-
tion will increase to ρ = 0.771 with p-value = 0.072 if the rank of 5.1 is used.
Meaningful conclusion could be drawn.
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4.6.3 Fixing the weighted ranking score
The following algorithms is used to solve the weighted rank scoring problem. Ta-
ble 4.11 shows the result of the recalibration algorithm. The new rank correlation
increases to 0.771 with significance level of 0.072. The result is an improvement
over the original weighted rank technique. The original result is:
Data: prediction(p), rank(r)
Result: weighted rank(w)
f(i) = frequency of rank i in prediction p;
w =
∑
i=1 i× f(i);
Algorithm 11: Weighted Rank
Data: prediction(p), rank(r), leaveoutindex(e)
Result: recalibrated rank(w)
r = [rmin, rmax]
remove efrom rand sequentialise element without skipping values
r′ = recalibrate(r − e)
r′ = [r′min, r
′
max]
w =
(x− r′min)(rmax − rmin)
(r′max − r′min)
+ rmin
Algorithm 12: Recalibrate Weighted Rank
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Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 Voted Weighted Recalibrate Max
1 - 20 41 0 35 54 1 4.41 3.02 6
2 36 - 67 0 44 3 2 3.17 1.76 3
3 25 30 - 31 41 23 3 3.68 2.56 5
4 0 0 48 - 4 98 4 5.01 4.17 6
5 34 3 13 2 - 98 5 4.50 3.56 6
6 4 0 18 26 102 - 6 4.48 4.35 5
ρ 1.00 0.60 0.77 0.06
p value 0.00 0.21 0.07 0.91
τ 1.00 0.33 0.60 0.08
p value 0.01 0.35 0.09 0.83
Table 4.11: Leave-one-out validation result of the ranker when group the ghosts
team into 6 groups.
4.7 User Experience Ranking
When the labels for the classification is small, leave-one-out technique performs
badly as demonstrated in previous section. This prompts for a better way to
evaluate the classifier. The simple approach is to treat each member of the group
separately not as a whole. Since each member of a group is a ghosts team entry,
leaving any of the member out as a validation sample is reasonable. Moreover,
the skipped ghosts teams could be considered unknown to the ranker because no
data from ghosts team entry are available during the training process.
In actual event of ranking a new ghosts team, the game data must be gen-
erated. This is done by playing out the game using a reference pacman entry.
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The reference pacman entry should provides best support for the ranker. Hence,
it is commonly the most accurate pacman entry in the pool. Without loss of
generality, this experiment uses Spooks 80 as the reference. The dataset are from
the reference pacman entry.
4.7.1 Ranked Groups as User Experience Levels
Previous chapter has analysed the on-line user preference data and presented the
user preference ranking of the ghosts teams. The users prefer to play against the
ghosts teams on the top of the rank to the ones at the bottom of the table. These
ghosts teams offer better experience to majority of the users. The preference
order gives natural order for categorizing the levels of user experience from best
to worst. Rather than trying to quantify the preference, the experiment focuses
on maintaining equal group size. There are two main argument for this. Firstly,
equal group size will most likely maintain equal unique features exhibited by each
ghosts team member. Secondly, each group will have the fair amount samples for
both training and testing.
Table 4.12 shows the user experience levels when categorised into 6 levels.
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User Experience Level ID Ghosts Name Vote Rank
1
24 Legacy 1
73 Nostalgia 2
87 Scintillants 3
2
86 KaiserKyle 4
81 ICEgUCT CIG11 5
79 jackhftang 6
3
78 hacklash 8
27 xsl11 9
80 Spooks 10
4
74 kveykva 11
83 rcpinto 12
71 num01 13
5
28 PhantomMenace 14
60 brucetong 15
66 GLaDOS 16
6
25 Legacy2TheReckoning 17
91 Random 18
Table 4.12: Ghosts Team Ranking with 6 User Experience Levels
4.7.2 Ranker for User Experience Levels
Given an unknown ghosts team data, the final ranker should reliably identify the
user experience level or the preference level.
To ensure the ranker performance, the test samples should equally fall into
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any of the user experience level. One way to simulate such process is to reserve
one member from each level as the test sample. Then, the ranker trains on the
remaining sample. A ranker is uniquely govern by its reserving list hence there
are 486 rankers.
One such instance is the ranker with the reserving list 87−79−80−71−66−91.
The experiment generates this ranker by a training SVM classifier with 2,200
samples. The training samples are from the remaining 11 ghosts teams each of
which provides 200 samples. The ranker classifies the testing ghosts team one by
one. Each time it reports the distribution of 100 classified samples among the
levels along with the weighted value and the level with maximum frequency.
Finally the score for the ranker is calculated using Spearman’s rank correlation
between the actual rank and the weighted rank. Table 4.13 is the score report of
this ranker.
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Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 Rank Weighted Max
1 0 0 12 0 38 0 1 4.52 5
2 1 21 5 0 23 0 2 3.46 5
3 1 8 34 2 5 0 3 3.04 3
4 0 0 0 48 2 0 4 4.04 4
5 0 1 6 2 41 0 5 4.66 5
6 3 0 0 0 47 0 6 4.76 5
ρ 1.00 0.60 0.03
p value 0.00 0.21 0.95
τ 1.00 0.47 0.09
p value 0.00 0.19 0.81
Table 4.13: Ghosts Team Ranking with 6 User Experience Levels
4.8 Optimal User Experience Ranker
Further study of the experience rankers shows that there are diversity of perfor-
mances. The correlation scores range from -0.71 to 0.94. There are 20 instances
with the 0.94 while there is only 1 ranker scores -0.71. The mean for all 486
rankers is 0.32 with 0.37 standard deviation. The histogram of the study is in
figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Histogram of 486 User Experience Rankers
Table 4.14 shows an optimal experience ranker using Spooks as pacman ref-
erence.
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Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 Rank Weighted Max
1 0 15 30 0 5 0 1 2.90 3
2 0 0 49 0 1 0 2 3.04 3
3 2 1 12 32 3 0 3 3.66 4
4 0 0 3 45 2 0 4 3.98 4
5 0 0 8 0 42 0 5 4.68 5
6 1 0 6 22 21 0 6 4.24 4
ρ 1.00 0.94 0.80
p value 0.0 0.00 0.05
τ 1.00 0.87 0.70
p value 0.00 0.01 0.05
Table 4.14: An Optimal User Experience Ranker 24−86−78−74−66−25−200
4.9 Blending Ghosts Team
In this experiment, an evolvable ghosts team is implemented using the optimal
user experience ranker from previous section. The ranker reports that game data
from the reserving list 24− 86− 78− 74− 66− 25 gives the most relevant ranks.
The ranker uses Spooks as the reference pacman entry.
4.9.1 Implementation
The BlendingGhosts will alter its responding actions by switching the index
through the reserving list. The index value directly maps to user experience
level minus one. When the calculated index is 0, the BlendingGhosts responds
with the Legacy, 24, decision. When the calculated index is 1, the BlendingGhosts
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responds with the KaiserKyle, 86, decision, and so forth. The ghosts changes by
varying the weight variable. It uses algorithm 13 to find the index value from the
given weight in the action selection process.
Data: weight: w, ranks: n
Result: ghosts actions
r = (n− 1) ∗ w;
i = brc;
if u(0, 1) > r − i then
i = i+ 1;
end
actions = ghosts[i].getAction();
Algorithm 13: actions selection for blending ghosts team
4.9.2 Weight Variation and Result
To show the effect of weight variation, the experiment uses the ranker to rank
games generated using SpooksPacMan and BlendingGhosts. Weight assigned
to the BlendingGhosts varies from 0 to 1 with the step size of 0.05. For each
corresponding weight value, the experiment generates 100 games as the testing
data for the ranker. The total number of training games for the ranker is 2,200
games. The games are from 11 ghosts teams play against SpooksPacMan. These
are all the ghosts teams from the entries except for the 6 ghosts teams used in
the BlendingGhosts. Table 4.15 show the result of different weight values and the
calculated rank.
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Weight% 1 2 3 4 5 6 Weight Weighted Max
0 0 41 41 1 17 0 0.00 2.94 2.50
5 1 30 63 0 6 0 0.05 2.80 3
10 1 21 71 0 7 0 0.10 2.91 3
15 2 16 79 0 3 0 0.15 2.86 3
20 3 2 88 3 4 0 0.20 3.03 3
25 5 6 69 8 12 0 0.25 3.16 3
30 6 4 75 3 12 0 0.30 3.11 3
35 3 5 70 2 20 0 0.35 3.31 3
40 3 3 53 14 27 0 0.40 3.59 3
45 0 3 42 26 29 0 0.45 3.81 3
50 2 1 54 18 25 0 0.50 3.63 3
55 0 0 43 26 31 0 0.55 3.88 3
60 1 1 22 64 12 0 0.60 3.85 4
65 0 8 45 5 42 0 0.65 3.81 3
70 1 14 38 0 47 0 0.70 3.78 5
75 0 11 45 0 44 0 0.75 3.77 3
80 1 3 66 0 30 0 0.80 3.55 3
85 3 3 32 0 62 0 0.85 4.15 5
90 2 2 28 0 68 0 0.90 4.30 5
95 0 0 40 2 58 0 0.95 4.18 5
100 1 0 26 7 66 0 1.00 4.37 5
ρ 1.00 0.90 0.76
p value 0.00 0.00 0.00
τ 1.00 0.74 0.65
p value 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table 4.15: user experience levels corresponding to various weight of Blending-
Ghosts
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4.10 Conclusions
This chapter gives details on to classify and rank the ghosts team entries for Ms
PacMan. It shows that RRF 3.5.5 data can be used to classify and rank the
ghosts team entries with high accuracy. The ghosts teams can be grouped and
ranked according to the user on-line preferences ranking.
The experiment also propose a recalibrating calculation 12 for weighted rank
in each iteration of leave-one-out.
Despite the success, the technique describe in this chapter requires user on-
line evaluation as well as the consistency of the extracted RRF data. RRF data
of some games might not represent the game state as well as Ms. PacMan.
However the ranking technique should be applicable on games whose state could
be extracted in much the same way as the RRF.
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Chapter 5
Player Skill Levels
This chapter will evaluate the performance of using the RRF 3.5.5 technique to
classify Ms PacMan difficulty levels. First section describes the generated data
for the classification. Next section gives details on the ranking problem and how
to group the pacman entries into fewer levels.
5.1 Experiment data
The experiment for this chapter uses only the entries from the CIG11 3.4 com-
petition. This consists of 15 pacman entries and 17 unique ghosts team entries.
When the competition is over, the competition reports the hall-of-fame for all
of the entries. Pacman entries are listed by the average score of all of possible
matches. The hall-of-fame list is shown in table 5.1 in descending order of their
average scores. The strongest pacman entry is at the top of the table while the
weakest one is on the bottom. There is no game data available from the competi-
tion therefore the experiment has to generate the games first before the analysis.
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The hall-of-fame score list is the only reference resource used in this experiment.
Rank ID Name Affiliation Avg. Score
1 80 Spooks Private 41,447
2 28 PhantomMenace Private 32,108
3 82 ICEpAmbush CIG11 Ritsumeikan University 20,009
4 67 Ant Bot University Carlos III de Madrid 17,301
5 60 brucetong City University of Hong Kong 15,316
6 76 Zekna Private 13,386
7 78 hacklash Brigham Young University 12,825
8 90 emgallar University Carlos III de Madrid 12,148
9 27 xsl11 Private 8265
10 92 garner Private 7762
11 83 rcpinto UFRGS 6504
12 64 mcharles University of California 5755
13 89 CERRLA The University of Waikato 4277
14 88 schrum2 University of Texas at Austin 3796
15 22 RandomNonRevPacMan University of Essex 1197
Table 5.1: Pacman Hall-of-fame List
5.1.1 Generating dataset
A game data is a complete game generated with one pacman entry versus one
ghosts team entry. Therefore, a game data consists of a list of game states from
initial game state to the last game state. The game data collection contains 51,000
unique game data generated from 15 pacman entries and 17 ghosts entries. That
is 200 unique game data for each possible match of a pacman entry versus a
ghosts team entry.
The experiment extracts RRF 3.5.5 dataset from the game data collection for
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the next process.
5.2 Predictability of the dataset
This section describes the process to find out how predictable each pacman entry
is. The experiment trains the selected classifier on two thirds of the dataset. The
remaining one third of the dataset is used to evaluate the model.
5.2.1 Data preparation
The dataset is labelled with the corresponding ID of the pacman entry. There
are 3,400 RRF data for each label from 200 game data for each ghost entry. The
training dataset draws 150 RRF data randomly from the 200 RRF game data for
each pacman-ghosts match. This leaves 50 RRF data from the 200 RRF data as
the testing dataset. Overall, the training dataset contains 38,250 RRF data and
the testing dataset contains 12,750 RRF data.
SVM classifier is selected for this experiment as the result of the classifier
study in section 3.5.
5.2.2 Predictability Result
Table 5.2 shows the classifier report. This shows that most pacman entries are
highly predictable in a one-vs-all scheme.
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ID Pacman Entries Precision Recall F1 Score
27 xsl11 0.94 0.92 0.93
28 PhantomMenace 0.88 0.90 0.89
60 brucetong 0.44 0.45 0.45
64 mcharles 0.90 0.95 0.93
67 Ant Bot 0.68 0.70 0.69
76 Zekna 0.82 0.97 0.89
78 hacklash 0.81 0.90 0.85
80 Spooks 0.94 0.96 0.95
82 ICEpAmbush CIG11 0.80 0.67 0.73
83 rcpinto 0.87 0.94 0.90
88 schrum2 0.95 0.97 0.96
89 CERRLA 0.84 0.92 0.88
90 emgallar 0.66 0.48 0.56
91 RandomNonRev 0.72 0.54 0.62
92 garner 0.48 0.51 0.50
0.78 0.79 0.78
Table 5.2: Pacman Predictability Table
Using the RRF data, the classifier can identify the corresponding pacman
entry with overall accuracy of 78%. Moreover, if the game data belongs to five of
the 15 pacman entries it can be identified with more than 90% certainty. However,
the opposite is true for the game data from brucetong, emgallar, and garner where
the prediction is equal to random. It is important to note that high accuracy
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does not automatically imply a rule-based pacman entry or vice versa. Ant Bot
and RandomNonRev are good example of this as Ant Bot employs evolutionary
strategy and RandomNonRev makes random actions. Intuitively, the game data
from these two entries should have predictability around 50%. In the case of
RandomNonRev, it can be indirectly conclude that RRF 3.5.5 extracts more
information than just the pacman actions.
5.3 Reference Ghosts Team Selection
The finalise player skill ranker will be used to rank an unknown pacman entry.
In return, the ranker will give the skill level of the pacman entry. It is intuitive
to use one reference ghosts team to train the ranker. If new pacman entry needs
evaluation, the ranker will rank the game data from this pacman and the reference
ghosts team.
This section provides the detail on how select the reference ghosts team. The
reference ghosts team is the ghosts team which will boost the performance of the
ranker. Therefore, It is the ghosts team entry whose game data gives the highest
predictability.
5.3.1 Data Preparation
The RRF dataset is labelled with the IDs of the ghosts team entries. Each label
has 3,000 samples. There are 17 labels in the dataset. Altogether, there are
38,250 training data and 12,750 testing data.
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5.3.2 Classification Result
Table 5.3 shows the accuracy score report for all the labels. There are ghosts team
entries with prediction score more than 80%. While most ghosts team entries has
more than 60% chance of correctness, there are two ghosts team entries which
has worse prediction than guessing. They are Scintillants and kveykva. The
surprisingly high prediction score of Random ghosts team demonstrates again
that RRF data contains more information than just the response actions.
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ID Ghosts Entries Precision Recall F1 Score
24 Legacy 0.63 0.79 0.70
25 Legacy2TheReckoning 0.68 0.75 0.71
27 xsl11 0.60 0.69 0.64
28 PhantomMenace 0.54 0.52 0.53
60 brucetong 0.58 0.49 0.53
66 GLaDOS 0.66 0.50 0.57
71 num01 0.79 0.66 0.72
73 Nostalgia 0.67 0.68 0.67
74 kveykva 0.52 0.33 0.40
78 hacklash 0.56 0.60 0.58
79 jackhftang 0.65 0.59 0.62
80 Spooks 0.63 0.58 0.60
81 ICEgUCT CIG11 0.83 0.75 0.79
83 rcpinto 0.49 0.77 0.60
86 KaiserKyle 0.63 0.59 0.61
87 Scintillants 0.45 0.53 0.48
91 Random 0.68 0.63 0.65
0.62 0.61 0.61
Table 5.3: Reference Ghosts Teams Classification Result
Comparing to table 5.3 to table 5.2, the predictability of the ghosts team
entries is much lower than that of the pacman entries. In other word, it is easier
to identify the pacman entry than to identify the ghosts team entry from a given
game data. This mainly dues to the fact that there are far fewer action space
for a pacman entry than that of the ghosts team entry. Pacman has at most
4 possible actions in a particular game state where ghosts team has at most
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44 = 256 possible actions.
The most reliable ghosts team is ICEgUCT CIG11 with predictability of 79%.
Therefore, it is used as the reference ghosts team in the next section.
5.4 Player Skill Ranking
The player skill levels are presumably a small number. This experiment assumes
that there are 5 skill levels. The next section gives the detail of the group division
as well as the dataset preparation.
5.4.1 Data Preparation
The experiment divides the pacman entries into 5 groups according to their av-
erage score. Each group contains three pacman entries. Group label 1 consists
of the top three pacman entries. All game data by the member of the group will
be labelled with the group or the rank number. Group with lower number has
higher average score, i.e., stronger pacman entries.
Table 5.4 shows all the groups and theirs corresponding pacman entries mem-
bers.
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Group Number (Skill Level) ID Pacman Name Rank Avg. Score
1
80 Spooks 1 41,447
28 PhantomMenace 2 32,108
82 ICEpAmbush CIG11 3 20,009
2
67 Ant Bot 4 17,301
60 brucetong 5 15,316
76 Zekna 6 13,386
3
78 hacklash 7 12,825
90 emgallar 8 12,148
27 xsl11 9 8265
4
92 garner 10 7762
83 rcpinto 11 6504
64 mcharles 12 5755
5
89 CERRLA 13 4277
88 schrum2 14 3796
22 RandomNonRevPacMan 15 1197
Table 5.4: Pacman Groups Table
The final dataset consists of 5 labels. Each label has 10,200 RRF data. All
51,000 samples are used in the ranking and evaluation in the next section.
5.4.2 Ranking
The ranker uses SVM classifier with weighted rank method described in Algorithm
11. To assert that the ranker will be able to classify game data of an unknown
pacman entry, all game data from 5 selected pacman entries must be omitted in
the training process. These omitted game data are later used in the evaluation
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process to verify the ranker. The list of the 5 omitted pacman entries is called
the testing list. This simulates ranking game data from unseen pacman entry.
Figure 5.1 illustrates the omitting process. The numbers in the stacks are the
identification numbers of the pacman entries. The numbers below the stacks are
the group labels where each xi is the IDs of the testing pacman entries. There
are 35 possible ways to train and test the ranker each of which will give different
accuracy score.
Figure 5.1: Selection of Pacman Entries for Evaluation
String label of the IDs in the testing list is used to differentiate the ranker.
For example, ranker with label 80− 67− 78− 92− 89 will be created using the
following steps.
• The dataset for the ranker is collection of all the game data from the refer-
ence ghosts team.
• The number of samples for training is 2,000. Each group provides 400
training samples from the remaining pacman entries, e.g., 200 samples from
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each of its’ member. For instance, group 1 randomly selects 200 samples
from the game data of the reference ghosts team and pacman entry ID 82.
It also does the same for pacman entry ID 28.
• For each of the pacman entries in the testing list:
randomly sample 50 game data
rank - how many of these game classified as group 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5
calculate the weighted rank - no recalibration is required because no
rank is skipped.
• Find the correlation between the group rank and the weighted rank.
Table 5.5 show the result of ranker 80− 67− 78− 92− 89. The p value shows
that no conclusion can be drawn with confidential about the relation between
the group rank and the weighted rank. Despite the high value of rho, the ranker
80− 67− 70− 92− 89 is not usable.
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Group 1 2 3 4 5 Rank Weighted Max
1 50 0 0 0 0 1 1.00 1
2 2 44 3 0 1 2 2.08 2
3 22 2 16 4 6 3 2.40 1
4 0 49 1 0 0 4 2.02 2
5 0 14 10 1 25 5 3.74 5
ρ 1.00 0.70 0.74
p value 0.00 0.19 0.15
τ 1.00 0.60 0.67
p value 0.01 0.14 0.10
Table 5.5: Result of Ranker 80− 67− 78− 92− 89
5.5 Optimal Player Skill Ranker
As mentioned in previous section, there are 35 = 243 ways to build the player skill
rankers for a reference ghosts team entry. All 243 rankers are investigated in this
experiment. Every ranker are generated and tested using the procedure describe
in section 5.4.2. Some of the rankers are inconclusive with no correlation at all.
A number of the rankers are highly usable with high correlation and minimal
p-value. Table 5.6 shows one example of the 26 optimal player skill rankers.
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Group 1 2 3 4 5 Rank Weighted Max
1 27 23 0 0 0 1 1 1
2 1 47 1 0 1 2 2 2
3 1 33 8 3 5 3 2 2
4 3 4 15 27 1 4 3 4
5 0 10 0 0 40 5 4 5
ρ 1.00 0.97 0.97
p value 0.00e+00 0.00 0.00
τ 1.00 0.95 0.95
p value 0.01 0.02 0.02
Table 5.6: An Optimal Player Skill Ranker 80− 67− 90− 83− 89
Figure 5.2 shows the count of rankers across the range of the Spearman’s ρ
value [−1, 1]. The figure shows that there are 38 rankers whose ρ values are 0.83
or more. There are 26 optimal player skill rankers with maximum ρ value of
1.0. Unfortunately, majority of these rankers can not be used to reliably rank an
unknown pacman entry.
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Figure 5.2: Histogram of 243 Player Skill Rankers With Spearman’s ρ Values
5.6 Blending PacMan
In this experiment, a new pacman entry is implemented using the testing list
from an optimal ranker from previous section. The experiment will show that
it is possible to adjust the pacman entry to any skill levels. The new pacman
entry is called BlendingPacMan. BlendingPacMan is adjustable through a double
variable weight with the range from 0.0 to 1.0. Varying weight from 0.0 to 1.0
should gradually increase the skill level from 1 to 5. The action selection algorithm
is the same as that of BlendingGhosts described in algorithm 13.
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5.6.1 Data generation
The weight is set to vary from 0.0 to 1.0 with the step size of 5. For every value
of weight, BlendingPacMan plays 100 games against the reference ghosts team,
ICEgUCT CIG11 whose ID is 81. The experiment carries out extra step to ensure
that the 100 games for each weight value are unique.
There are 2,100 game data from all 21 weight values. The experiment uses
RRF to extract these game data and uses as the testing dataset.
5.6.2 Ranking
The ranker 80− 67− 90− 83− 89 from table 5.6 is selected to rank the testing
dataset. For each weight value, the ranker classify the corresponding 100 RRF
data and report the weighted rank. The weighted result for all of the weight
values are in table 5.7 along with the ρ correlation to the weight values.
100
Weight% 1 2 3 4 5 Weight Weighted Max
0 89 0 0 1 10 0.00 1.43 1
5 8 88 0 0 4 0.05 2.04 2
10 7 89 2 0 2 0.10 2.01 2
15 6 83 10 0 1 0.15 2.07 2
20 4 79 16 0 1 0.20 2.15 2
25 10 85 1 0 4 0.25 2.03 2
30 3 93 3 0 1 0.30 2.03 2
35 7 83 4 0 6 0.35 2.15 2
40 6 81 1 0 12 0.40 2.31 2
45 11 79 1 2 7 0.45 2.15 2
50 8 70 12 2 8 0.50 2.32 2
55 12 64 15 5 4 0.55 2.25 2
60 11 59 14 7 9 0.60 2.44 2
65 6 60 16 10 8 0.65 2.54 2
70 7 27 43 17 6 0.70 2.88 3
75 38 0 9 53 0 0.75 2.77 4
80 18 17 35 18 12 0.80 2.89 3
85 6 24 25 28 17 0.85 3.26 4
90 6 28 13 19 34 0.90 3.47 5
95 8 27 2 14 49 0.95 3.69 5
100 1 18 0 2 79 1.00 4.40 5
ρ 1.00 0.96 0.87
p value 0.00 0.00 0.00
τ 1.00 0.88 0.77
p value 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table 5.7: Result of Tuning BlendingPacMan To Different Skill Levels
Figure 5.3 shows the gradual upward slope of the skill level as the weight in-
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crease when calculated using the weighted rank 11. Even though the Spearman’s
ρ correlation is very high for the curve using max rank, the method might not
be suitable for actual skill level ranking. This is mainly because of the abrupt
decrement of skill level from 4 to 3 when the weight value is around 0.8.
Figure 5.3: Plotting of Weight Variation and Skill Level
5.7 Conclusion
This chapter shows that the RRF 3.5.5 technique is a suitable feature extraction
technique for generating player skill ranker in Ms PacMan. Player skill ranker
can be created with the straight forward procedure 5.4.2. The resulting optimised
player skill ranker can reliably rank an unknown pacman entry based on their
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average scores. Once an optimal ranker is found, it is possible to create new pac-
man entry which can be tuned to any possible skill levels. Some of the experiment
in this chapter also strongly suggest that the extracted data encapsulates more
information than the pacman actions.
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Chapter 6
Optimisation
This chapter presents the result of applying various optimisation techniques to the
problems related to designing NPCs in this thesis. The first problem is the search
for global optimal rankers for ranking user experience. Section 6.1 states the
problems, methodology, and the result. The second optimising problem concerns
with the optimal rankers for ranking player skills.
6.1 Optimising User Experience Rankers
The user experience rankers is described in section 4.7. Section 4.8 presents
an optimal experience rankers with a specific reference pacman entry, namely,
SpooksPacMan. These optimal experience rankers are local optimal in the search
space of size 486 samples. They are constrained to smaller pool of rankers. The
experiment conducted in this section, however, aims to find overall optimal expe-
rience rankers across 16 pools of search spaces. These overall optimal experience
rankers will later be called global optimal experience rankers.
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The global optimal experience rankers will have the highest ranking score
from the original game dataset of 54,400 samples. The search space size for the
global optimal experience rankers is 7,776. The search space is small enough
for the brute-force method to successfully find the solution within a limited re-
sources. The brute-force method will provide a good reference comparison for
other optimisation techniques.
Figure 6.1 show the search space for global user experience rankers.
Figure 6.1: Search Space of 7,776 User Experience Rankers
The rankers ρ values range from -0.94 to 1.0. The average ρ value is 0.37 with
standard deviation of 0.38. There are 32 global optimal rankers with ρ equals to
1.0 while there are 9 rankers with the minimum value.
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6.1.1 Individual Encoding
A ranking solution is commonly called individual in evolutionary computing. In
this case, the individual is an array where the value of the variables on each index
are drawn from different sets. The individual is denoted by x and is defined in
equation 6.1.
x = (p, g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6) (6.1)
where
p ∈ {20, 27, 28, 60, 64, 67, 76, 78, 80, 82, 83, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92} all possible values of
for the Pac-Man agent.
g1 ∈ {24, 73, 87} all possible ghost team values that belong to preference level 1.
g2 ∈ {86, 81, 87} all possible ghost team values that belong to preference level 2.
g3 ∈ {78, 27, 80} all possible ghost team values that belong to preference level 3.
g4 ∈ {74, 83, 71} all possible ghost team values that belong to preference level 4.
g5 ∈ {28, 60, 66} all possible ghost team values that belong to preference level 5.
g6 ∈ {25, 91} all possible ghost team values that belong to preference level 6.
6.1.2 Algorithms
The testing algorithms are implemented using Distribution Evolutionary Algo-
rithms in Python: DEAP [Fortin et al., 2012], module. These are the algorithms
being tested: simple genetic algorithm (GA), simple evolutionary algorithm (sEA)
[Baeck et al., 2000], µ+λ evolutionary strategy (µ+λES), µ, λ evolutionary strat-
egy (µ+λES), evolutionary algorithm using ask-tell model (ask-tell-ES) [Collette
et al., 2010], covariance matrix adaptation evolutionary strategy 2.7 (CMA-ES)
[Ostermeier et al., 1994], and a variation of particle swarm optimisation (RDPSO)
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in the next section 6.1.2.1.
6.1.2.1 Rolling Discrete PSO: RDPSO
All of the optimisers conform to the originals except for the PSO and CMA-ES.
Both algorithms require modification in order to work with discrete variables with
sets of possible values. It is worth noting that each corresponding set of values
for the variables are in the rank order.
A modified version of PSO is presented here to solve the issue. The algorithm
uses the logistic function of the particle velocity as the probability to change the
value of the variables. Because, it uses the probability to roll the values to a better
rank or down the rank, the algorithm is called Rolling Discete PSO or RDPSO.
The variable rolls to the better rank by lowering its value. It does the opposite
otherwise. RDPSO follows the conventional binary PSO algorithm [Kennedy and
Eberhart, 1995] with variation on the updating function. The detail of RDPSO
is given in the algorithm 14. The formulae for updating each particle’s velocity
(p.v) and p.x are in equation 6.2.
p.vj = ωp.vj + φpu(0, 1)(p.bj − p.xj) + φgu(0, 1)(gj − p.xj)
p.xj =
 roll(p.xj,−1) if u(0, 1) <
1
1+e−p.vj
roll(p.xj,+1) otherwise
(6.2)
The same idea applies to CMA-ES in the updating step. The statistics influ-
encing the population’s movement uses real number. However, when interpolating
between two discrete values, the result has to be converted to integer and wrap
around.
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6.1.3 Evaluation Method
Random sampling is used the reference benchmark for performance evaluation.
Each optimiser run 5,000 times. Each run records the number of evaluations
and statistics of the final population. The run completes when a global optimal
solution is found or the maximum generation of 1000 is reached. The expected
mean of random sampling 32 solutions from 7,776 should be 243. The experiment
compares the percentage of runs with lower evaluations calls. These runs are
referred to as better runs. The result of random sampling on the problem is in
figure 6.2. The random sampling reports 3,177 better runs with the mean of
243.45, and standard deviation of 243.07. This experiment uses line plot of the
histogram to visualise the result of the optimisers.
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Figure 6.2: Number of Evaluations Calls by Random Sampling)
6.1.4 Results
Most optimisers have successes on most of the runs. Majority of the runs used
less number of evaluation calls than the expected mean. One of such example is
shown in figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: An Optimising Result with (µ+ λ) ES
The run used 6 generations with 180 evaluation calls. In the final generation,
the optimiser found the global optimal user experience ranker 27−87−79−27−
71− 60− 91.
However, some runs took much more generations than expected. In turn, it
explored most of the search space area. Figure 6.4 illustrated those runs as it
explore the terrain.
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Figure 6.4: A Exploring Run with GA
Figure 6.5 show the histogram plots of some of the optimisers.
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Figure 6.5: Optimisers Result On User Experience Ranking Problem
Table 6.1 summarises the experiment result of the optimisers. The statistics
are not directly comparable as 4 of the optimisers contains some unsuccessful
runs. Those contains the number of unsuccessful runs as followed; 148, 161, 218,
and 430 respectively.
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Optimisers Better Runs (243.00) Minimum Mean Maximum Standard Deviation
Random 63.98% 0 237.70 1,000 228.22
GA 41.76% 30 544.91 4,830 599.88
sEA 42.40% 30 540.28 5,580 606.14
µ+ λ 56.32% 30 3,224.36 30,030 6,850.49
µ, λ 53.36% 30 3,502.39 30,030 7,145.70
CMA-ES 47.28% 30 4,371.68 30,030 7,817.17
RSPSO 43.28% 30 2,873.53 30,030 8,333.21
Table 6.1: Optimisers Performance Comparison on User Experience Ranker
6.2 Optimising Player Skill Rankers
The player skill rankers is described in section 5.4 where optimal rankers found
in section 5.5 are local. The problem space is illustrated in figure 6.6. It consists
of 4,131 unique individuals with 67 global optima. The value for these optima is
1.0. The ρ values of the population ranges from -1 to 1 with the mean of 0.33
and the standard deviation of 0.45.
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Figure 6.6: Search Space of 4,131 Player Skill Rankers
The random sampling should have the expected of 61.66 as show in figure
6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Reference Random Sampling for Player Skill Optimisation
6.2.1 Individual Encoding
The encoding of individual consists of 6 numbers. the first number identify the
reference ghosts team id. The remaining refers to pacman id corresponding to
the group number as shown in equation 6.3.
x = (g, p1, p2, p3, p4, p5) (6.3)
where
g ∈ {24, 25, 27, 28, 60, 66, 71, 73, 74, 78, 79, 80, 81, 83, 86, 87, 91}
p1 ∈ {80, 28, 82}
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p2 ∈ {67, 60, 76}
p3 ∈ {78, 90, 27}
p4 ∈ {92, 83, 64}
p5 ∈ {89, 88, 91}
6.2.2 Result
The search space for this problem is much smaller. Random sampling seems
to work better than the optimisers. Random sampling with the mean of 60.48
outperforms all testing optimiser except for RDPSO. All runs in RDPSO are
successful with less than 10 generations. Most of the runs are similar to figure
6.8.
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Figure 6.8: A Success Run with RDPSO
After 5,000 runs, the random sampling method results in 30.1% for the better
runs with the average of 535 evaluations.
The comparison The reference random sampling result is shown in figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Performance Comparison on Player Skill Optimisation
Table 6.2 shows the comparison of the optimisers on player skill rankers.
Optimisers Better Runs (61.66) Minimum Mean Maximum Standard Deviation
Random 64.18% 0 60.48 517 62.67
GA 53.86% 30 124.18 1,590 148.72
sEA 53.18% 30 125.27 1,470 148.91
µ+ λ 53.24% 30 151.11 30,030 843.62
µ, λ 54.56% 30 153.26 29,460 871.83
CMA-ES 61.34% 30 89.84 2,700 137.00
RDPSO 79.04% 30 57.64 270 29.65
Table 6.2: Optimisers Performance Comparison on Player Skill Rankers
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6.3 Adaptive Tic-Tac-Toe NPCs using MCTS
Even though the accuracy of the NPC from previous two chapter show high
correlation score, it has one drawback. It requires ghosts team entries to make
response action.
This section provides alternative way to create adaptive NPC without relying
on other ghosts team entries. When responding action is required, this NPC
will select best responding action using MCTS. MCTS relies on the accuracy of
the rollout result. If rollouts fully explore the game tree, the best responding
action is guaranteed. The following experiment demonstrates the MCTS NPCs
on Tic-Tac-Toe game.
6.3.1 Statistics
An experiment has been done to confirm statistical data on Tic-tac-toe game. The
entire game tree has been explored to starting from an empty game state. The
statistics results on Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 has confirmed Tic-tac-toe statistics
from the reading resource.
Status Non-unique Games Unique Games
x wins 131,184 91
o wins 77,904 44
draw 46,080 3
Total 255,168 138
Table 6.3: Tic-tac-toe Winning Statistics
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Tree Level Nodes Terminals Unique
level0 1 0 0
level1 9 0 0
level2 72 0 0
level3 504 0 0
level4 3,024 0 0
level5 15,120 1,440 21
level6 54,720 5,328 21
level7 148,176 47,952 58
level8 200,448 72,576 23
Total 549,946 255,168 138
Table 6.4: Tic-tac-toe Game Tree Statistics
6.3.2 NPC Objectives
To make distinctive preference other than winning, the following types of winning
position preferences are tested. Preference:
1. player type R: prefer to win with 3 in a row - w0
2. player type C: prefer to win with 3 in a column - w1
3. player type D: prefer to win with 3 diagonally - w2
6.3.3 Implementation
The agent uses the MCTS search function as described in algorithm 15. The
heuristic function is in equation 6.4 where w0, w1, w2, w3 ∈ [0.0, 1.0].
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h(s) = w0rowWin(s) + w1columnWin(s) + w2diagonalWin(s) + w3win(s) (6.4)
rowWin(s) =
 1.0 if ’X’ wins in state s by 3 in a row0.0 otherwise
columnWin(s) =
 1.0 if ’X’ wins in state s by 3 in a column0.0 otherwise
diagonalWin(s) =
 1.0 if ’X’ wins in state s by having 3 diagonally0.0 otherwise
6.3.4 Results
For this experiment, the maximum simulation, Sx, is 1,000 without limitation on
maximum rollouts; Rx = ∞. The MCTS NPC plays as ’X’ against the random
player ’O’. The experiments test w0, w1, w2 independently where w3 is fixed to
1. For each configuration values, MCTS NPC plays 1,000 with random player.
6.3.4.1 R - prefers to win by row
w0 varies from 0 to 1 in 0.001 intervals while keeping w1 = 0, w2 = 0, w3 = 1. For
each value of w0 the following statistics is recorded:
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• number of games end with draw - draws
• number of games won by ’X’ - xwins
• number of games won by ’O’ - owins
• number of games ’X’ wins with row - rowwins
• number of games ’X’ wins with column - columnwins
• number of games ’X’ wins diagonally - diagonalwins
The result of MCTS NPC adapting to preference R is shown in figure 6.10. When
w0 = 0, the percentage of wins by row is about 35% about 5% percentage less
than wins by diagonal. Number of wins by row increases as weight rises from 0 to
0.2 and stays 75% after that. The number of games ends in draw has the mean
of 1.12% overall with standard deviation of 0.34 while there is no game won by
the random player from 1,000,000 games.
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Figure 6.10: Result when vary row-win weight w0
6.3.4.2 C - prefers to win by column
When adapting for wins by column, w0 and w2 are fixed at 0 and w3 = 1.0 The
result of varying w1 from 0 to 1.0 with interval of 0.001 is shown in figure 6.11.
Number of games won by MCTS NPC is 98.88% with 1.12% draws.
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Figure 6.11: Result when vary column-win weight w1
6.3.4.3 D - prefers to win by diagonal
The result of adapting to preference D is shown in figure 6.12. w0andw1 are fixed
at 0.0 and w3 is 1.0. The statistics of wins and draws are the same as above but
the adapting speed seems to be slower than the other two.
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Figure 6.12: Result when vary diagonal-win weight w2
6.4 Adapting MCTS NPC for Ms PacMan
This section applies the methodology in previous section to create adaptive NPC
for Ms PacMan. The new NPC will be compared to the BlendingGhosts from
chapter which relies on existing NPC models to give responding action.
Both ghosts teams uses a selected optimal user experience ranker 20-87-86-80-
83-66-25. This means that the reference PacMan controller is NearestPillPacMan
with entry ID 20. The remaining numbers represent ghosts team entry ID from
each user experience level sequentially.
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The NPCs are modified to accept the target level as an attribute. There are
6 possible user experience levels from 1 to 6. For each number of the levels,
the number is assigned to the NPC’s target level and the NPC runs against the
reference PacMan controller to generate 20 distinct games.
Each NPC has 120 game data; 20 game data per level. RRF data are extracted
from these games and evaluated using the selected ranker. The result of the
BlendingGhosts is shown in table 6.5.
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 Rank Weighted Max
1 0 14 0 2 3 1 1 2.85 2
2 0 15 1 0 3 1 2 2.70 2
3 0 3 1 9 6 1 3 4.05 4
4 0 8 1 7 2 2 4 3.45 2
5 0 4 3 1 8 4 5 4.25 5
6 0 2 1 4 1 12 6 5.00 6
ρ 1.00 0.89 0.82
p value 0.00 0.02 0.05
τ 1.00 0.73 0.75
p value 0.00 0.04 0.04
Table 6.5: User Experience Ranking Performance using BlendingGhosts
6.4.1 State Evaluation
The MCTS NPC for Ms PacMan uses algorithm 15 to search for best response
action. RRF vector, x, is calculated during the simulation process. At the end of
each simulation, the algorithm uses user experience ranker to calculate the rank
for the vector before assigning the game state value. The formula is equation 6.5.
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v = 1− |t− te|
6
(6.5)
t is the target rank and te is the rank evaluated by the ranker. The selected ranker
is the improved [Keerthi et al., 2001] sequential minimal optimization (SMO)
[Platt, 1998] algorithm for training a support vector classifier. The algorithm
uses pairwise coupling classification [Hastie and Tibshirani, 1998] internally on
multi-class problems.
6.4.2 Decision Time Constraint
The pacman-vs-ghosts competition allows 40 milliseconds for entries to response
with an action on each frame. However, the ghosts team entry does not have to
search for the action every frame as there are often more frames with only one
possible action to choose from. The game only expects response from the ghost
team if any of the ghosts is at cross-section or a random threshold is reached.
Therefore, the ghost team can reserve the time slot to plan ahead of time.
Statistics on the game dataset are shown in table 6.6. This shows that appro-
priate decision time is 284 milliseconds if the ghosts team would utilize the time
slot efficiently. The game dataset is the same one from chapter 4 where there are
54,400 games from 16 pacman entries and 17 ghosts team entries.
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PacMan Entries ID Score FPG R-FPG Time
NearestPill 20 1,779.45 548.82 53.97 406.74
xsl11 27 5,135.57 1,619.79 207.30 312.55
PhantomMenace 28 14,865.58 4,602.89 717.30 256.68
brucetong 60 789.35 587.22 67.61 347.40
mcharles 64 3,080.09 780.32 89.90 347.20
Ant Bot 67 490.19 305.33 38.25 319.31
Zekna 76 4,963.05 4,076.73 510.28 319.57
hacklash 78 373.11 244.80 25.16 389.14
Spooks 80 16,477.57 7,857.15 1,299.02 241.94
ICEpAmbush CIG11 82 597.61 557.00 65.96 337.76
rcpinto 83 3,769.83 1,393.61 171.30 325.42
schrum2 88 460.36 255.08 27.12 376.28
CERRLA 89 2,298.24 724.70 76.67 378.09
emgallar 90 511.74 281.04 35.01 321.11
RandomNonRev 91 694.50 381.68 39.31 388.42
garner 92 630.68 530.03 58.64 361.54
3,557.31 1,546.64 217.68 284.21
Table 6.6: Statistics of game dataset; FPG (frames per game), R-FGP (require
response frames per game), Time (planning time in milliseconds)
The decision time constraint pushes maximum simulations Sx and maximum
rollouts Rx down to minimal. The possible combination is Sx = 50 and Rx = 7
with average planning time 273.32 ms. The value of maximum rollout gives about
50 frames look-ahead.
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6.5 Result
The performance result of the MCTS NPC is in table 6.7. The correlation is
weaker when compare to the result of BlendingGhosts from table 6.5. This mainly
due to the limitation of the decision time which severely reduces the exploration
and exploitation of the game tree. With low number of simulations and low
number of rollouts, the MCTS algorithms performance should be close to random.
However, the result in table 6.7 shows some correlation to the target ranking
with reasonable number of true positives. The main cause of this problem is the
game implementation for this thesis. While the game on the competition provides
pre-calculated path distances for fast lookup, the game version used in this thesis
is not. The path distance is calculated every time it is required. The reference
pacman entry in MCTS, NearestPillPacMan, calls multiple times on one game
frame.
Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 Rank Weighted Max
1 3 4 4 0 7 2 1 3.50 5
2 3 1 0 4 10 2 2 4.15 5
3 1 3 7 4 2 3 3 3.60 3
4 5 0 4 4 1 6 4 3.70 6
5 0 2 3 6 5 4 5 4.30 4
6 4 5 1 0 1 9 6 3.80 6
ρ 1.00 0.54 0.29
p value 0.00 0.26 0.57
τ 1.00 0.46 0.21
p value 0.00 0.18 0.54
Table 6.7: User Experience Ranking Performance using BlendingGhosts
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6.6 Conclusion
The first two optimising problems in the first two sections have small search space.
They post challenges to optimising algorithms as random search usually performs
well and the problems have multiple local optima. However, most optimisers are
found to perform reasonably well on both problems.
It should be interesting to see the result in other games with much bigger
search space. Video games with many players and a number of NPCs implemen-
tation should also provide a great testing platform.
Finally, the study in this chapter shows that evolutionary strategy optimis-
ers can help in the process of creating NPCs even when no reference NPCs are
available. Alternately, the optimisation can assists in finding optimal condition
for NPCs.
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Data: s, ri, ω, φp, φg, f(), MAXGEN
Result: best particle g
swarm = { g, pi };
for i = 1, .., s do
pi.x = U(ri);
pi.v = U(−ri, ri);
pi.b = pi.x;
end
g = best pi;
record generation z = 1;
if g = global optimum then
return g;
end
while g not optimal and not MAXGEN do
updateParticle(pi.v, pi.x);
evaluate(pi.x);
for i = 1, .., s do
if f(pi.x) > f(pi.b) then
pi.b = pi.x;
if f(pi.b) > f(g) then
g = pi.b
end
end
end
record generation + + z;
if g = global optimum then
return g;
end
end
Algorithm 14: Rolling Discrete PSO: RDPSO
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Data: s - game state, Sx - maximum simulation, Rx - maximum rollouts
Result: best action
root = Node(s);
while i < Sx do
node = select(root, ’UCT’);
expan(node);
value = simulate(node.s, Rx);
backpropagate(node, value);
end
return selectBestChild(root).action
Algorithm 15: Adapted MCTS Algorithm - search()
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
The thesis focuses on creating adaptive NPCs to partially automate the task
in responsibility of the AI developer team. The research assumes clear NPC
objective and reference resources obtained from testers or on-line players. These
are part of the game production cycle.
This thesis discusses the methodology for creating adaptive NPC using avail-
able NPC entries. The primary game for the study is Ms PacMan with public
resources from the pacmans versus ghosts competition. The study requires reli-
able source of information to draw practical conclusion. This chapter summarises
the contribution of the thesis as well as discussing the limitation and the appli-
cations.
The contribution of this thesis expands from the study of relative region data
on CIG11. The data is found to be reliable for agent identification. The thesis
further analyses how this technique could be used to identify the NPC agents as
well as the agent for the player. Thorough investigation on the technique is done
by first generating extensive amount of game data from the testing agents. The
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research contributes the extraction technique along with the developments and
analyse techniques for the specific data type.
7.1 RRF
RRF is an acronym for Relative Region Feature. It is an information extraction
technique mentioned previously. The thesis uses RRF to refer to both the tech-
nique and RRF data to refers to the extracted data using RRF. The detail of
RRF is in 3.5.5.
The extracted data abstracts a game state using only the locations of the
game NPCs relative to the location of the player. For Ms PacMan, the technique
reduces the size of the game data by 98.18%.
This technique applies directly to predator-prey games where proximity of
the agents play important role in the game. Because RRF acts as game data
compression, it should be attractive to complex games with multiple NPCs. The
RRF dataset extract from those complex games should be at a magnitude smaller
and easier to analyse.
It is important to note that the technique required pre-validate when applying
to new games. Another drawback for the technique is that size determination to
create RRF data. Games with huge arena are required to determine appropriate
size of region. Region size determination could limit the resources available for
further process.
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7.2 Ranking
Chapter 3 shows that the RRF data can be used to create accurate classifier. The
formal procedure for creating the classifier is given in chapter 4. The chapter gives
analysis of the player experience as well as the development process to create the
automatic ranker from the RRF data. The ranker consists of a classifier and a
ranking scoring system. The evaluation of suitable classifiers are given in chapter
3. This chapter also analyse the effect of size of the relative regions. It has found
that the small size produces more accurate classifiers overall. The most accurate
classifier is SVM classifier. On RRF dataset, SVM classifiers outperforms ridge,
k-nearest neighbours, stochastic gradient, and naive Bayes classifiers.
7.3 Evaluation
In addition to formalise the ranker generation, chapter 4 also formalises the pro-
cedure of creating adaptable NPCs using the result of optimal rankers. This form
the basis for analysing player skill levels on chapter 5. The chapter employs both
leave-one-out max and weighted ranking as the scoring system. It has found the
drawback when scoring rankers with leave-one-out. The thesis proposes two so-
lution to the problem; the re-calibration scoring system and the grouping skip
scoring system. The re-calibration scoring system provides better scoring system
for the ranker when using leave-one-out technique. However, re-calibration is not
requires with the grouping skip scoring system. The grouping skip scoring system
reserves one member of each group for evaluation. Unfortunately, the grouping
has to be done manually and it requires a known ranking order. Each group must
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contain two or more members. If there is a group with only one member, the
scoring system should fall back to the re-calibration.
As shown in chapter 4 and chapter 5, the methodology should provide a way
to systematically create efficient rankers to user experience and player skill. The
methodology will work with any ranking list, however efficiency depends entirely
on the extracted data. RRF dataset, which encapsulate the game data well,
should also provide reliable rankers.
7.4 Optimisation
Chapter 6 presents the study of evolutionary algorithm’s efficiency on finding
global optimal ranker. Modified version of PSO and CMA-ES are also developed
for this chapter for the rank variable. The discretised algorithms are RD-PSO
and RD-CMA-ES. It involves rolling variable value up or down the ranking order.
Therefore, the names are prepended with rolling discrete (RD).
RDPSO outperforms other testing algorithms including CMA-ES, sEA, µ+λ
ES, µ, λ ES, and GA. RDPSO shows the promising result on finding optimal
player skill rankers where it found the solution in every run with minimal amount
of evaluation function calls. Conventional optimisers works on real number which
are not directly applicable to discrete variables nor ranking orders. This thesis
proposes the discretised version of the well-known optimisers to directly deal with
such problem.
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7.5 Future Work
The study of this thesis provides a good foundation for promising future work.
Regarding how effective RRF data is in creating user experience rankers and cre-
ating reliable adaptive NPCs. The focus was to create effective data extraction
method that can reliably identify both off-line and on-line optimisation. Cur-
rently, RRF data only contains the number of relative region numbers. However,
it should generally to be more intuitive if RRF data contains more information.
For example, physics-based simulation game might also consider enclose the vec-
tors from player to NPCs. This includes other prey-predator games which can be
viewed top-down.
RRF technique is also extensible to 3D game by using enclosing cube in place
of the rectangular regions to cube regions. Each surrounding cube is assigned a
number and RRF is a sequence of the cube numbers.
It should be interesting to see RRF technique performance on other prey-
predator games. Furthermore, commercial games with high count of NPCs should
benefit from RRF effectiveness in NPCs identification with minimal memory
trace.
RDPSO is a promising optimiser specialised for problem whose variables’ val-
ues are in preference-ordered set. Mathematical proof of convergence should be
provided. More performance comparison should prove to popularise the tech-
nique.
Adaptive MCTS NPC performed really well when given enough resources.
On limited resources, variation of MCTS to enhance to performance should be
applicable including macro-action and history-lookup.
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7.6 Summary
This thesis has presented an efficient methodology for creating adaptive NPCs in
Ms PacMan game. The contribution includes the game data extraction technique,
ranker creation from referencing ranking order, ranker scoring system, evaluation
methodology, ordered-set discretised optimisers. Two type of objective-oriented
adaptive NPCs are also proposed; agent-blending NPC and MCTS NPC.
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